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Section 1 SonarWiz Real-time Servers  

1.1 Sonar Servers – Introduction and General Overview 

This document describes revised servers which are intended to be used with SonarWiz 

7. Most of the servers on the http://www.chestech-support.com web-site were revised 

just prior to SonarWiz 7, and have these features: 

(1) Release version will start with 7.00.xxx 

(2) Statically linked, each server no longer uses companion sx32w.dll file, nor needs 

it. This makes it easier to move and run.  

(3) In the INSTALLER code, adaptive installation folder search is used, and 

<program files>/SonarWiz7/Servers is the new default installation folder.  

(4) Code-signing is a new feature, for digital signature qualification in WINDOWS 

1.1.1 What Are Sonar Servers? 

In order to acquire and process sonar data in real time you must have a 

SonarWiz server module installed and running on the computer that is 

hosting the SonarWiz application. Note that some SonarWiz servers may be 

run remotely – i.e. on a different computer – however this is not the normal 

mode of operation. 

A SonarWiz server software module is designed specifically for the type of 

Sidescan or Sub-bottom or Bathymetric (interferometric) sonar being used. 

Several server modules may be installed on a single host computer, but only 

one in each of two categories can be running at any given time – e.g. one 

sidescan and one sub-bottom sonar, or one bathymetric and one sub-bottom 

sonar.  The reason is that two file-types can be captured simultaneously (e.g. 

XTF for sidescan/bathy, and optionally JSF, and SEG for sub-bottom). 

Sidescan and bathymetric servers record to an XTF file, and sub-bottom 

sonar servers record to a SEG file, so you can be recording one XTF file, and 

one SEG file, simultaneously. 

Each server module performs the following functions: 

 communicates with the sonar hardware 

 provides a control user interface specifically designed for that 

hardware 

 converts the acoustic data to a standard format 
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 transfers sonar and other data (navigation) to the main SonarWiz 

application.  

Each different type of server module will have a user interface that reflects 

the characteristics of the hardware that it is controlling. While many of these 

characteristics are common to all sonar devices (e.g. the ability to set range), 

there are also many differences. This document describes the user interface 

and other operational details for each of the different sonar servers supplied 

by Chesapeake Technology. 

 

 

The following section contains details for downloading and installing servers.  

1.1.2 Server Availability 

The following servers are currently available from CTI on the support web-

site at www.chestech-support.com and may be downloaded: 

 

Server Name Description 

AquaScan Server Ethernet digital interface server to 
SyQwest AquaScan sidescan sensor 

Teledyne-Benthos 16xx Ethernet interface to the 2-channel 
Benthos 1622 or the 4-channel Benthos 
1624 Sidescan system  

Teledyne-Benthos 1625 Ethernet interface to 5-channel Benthos 
1625 (4 SSS and 1 SBP) (Legacy 
server, to upgraded to SonarWiz 7 
level) 

Teledyne-Odom Chirp III 2-channel Ethernet interface for Odom 
Chirp III SBP system 

Teledyne-Odom CVM SBP 2-channel interface to Odom CVM sub-
bottom system. ) (Legacy server, to 
upgraded to SonarWiz 7 level) 

CMAX CM2  USB-2 interface to C-MAX CM2 digital 
sidescan 
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EdgeTech 3100 (Xstar) aka FSSB Ethernet interface to EdgeTech single 
channel Chirp SBP, “Full Spectrum” sub-
bottom (e.g. SB216, SB424) 

EdgeTech 4100V2 Ethernet interface to EdgeTech 4100 
sonar. Requires “Discover” software 

EdgeTech 4125 USB Serial interface to older EdgeTech 4125 
sonar. Requires “Discover” software, 
communicates via USB comm port. 
(Legacy server, to upgraded to 
SonarWiz 7 level) 

EdgeTech 4125- 4200 Ethernet interface to EdgeTech 4125/ 
4200 sonar. Supports multi-ping modes 
and HDM modes of this sonar, and 
communicated via Ethernet. Requires 
“Discover” software 

Edgetech 4600-6205 server Bathymetry data acquisition – requires 
DISCOVERY Bathy 101 or later version, 
records JSF file with backscatter, 
bathymetry, and sidescan sonar. 

FSI ChirpCeiver server Interface to Falmouth Scientific FSI HMS-
622 ChirpCeiver sub-bottom profiler 

FSI HSS-6X4 SS New server developed in late Q2 2017 for 
FSI HMS-624 SS towfish support 

HUGIN AUV server This is a beta-test server which records 
XTF and SEG from a HUGIN AUV sensor 
pair Edgetech 4200 sidescan and 
Edgetech FSSB sub-bottom profile. 
Contact us for a beta-test field trial. 
(Legacy server, to upgraded to 
SonarWiz 7 level) 

Innomar SBP server Ethernet digital server interface to 
Innomar SES2000 family sub-bottom 
profiler 

Kongsberg-GeoAcoustics Digital SSS Ethernet interface for GeoAcoustics DSS 
digital sidescan sonar 
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Kongsberg-GeoAcoustics Digital SBP Ethernet interface for GeoAcoustics 
Digital Sub-bottom profiler 

Kongsberg/GeoAcoustics PulSAR 
Sidescan Server 

Ethernet interface for Kongsberg PulSAR 
sidescan sonar 

Klein 3000 + SBP Ethernet interface to Klein 3000 dual 
frequency sidescan and sub-bottom 
sonar. 

Klein 3900 Ethernet interface to Klein 3900 Search & 
Recovery Sidescan sonar 

Klein 5000 Ethernet interface to Klein 5000 
multibeam focused sidescan sonar. 

Klein5900 Ethernet interface to Klein 5900 sidescan 
/ bathymetry sonar. 

Klein Deep Sled UUV3500 Sidescan 
server 

Klein Deep Sled UUV3500 Sonar 
Interface Server for SonarWiz 6, for real-
time data acquisition of sidescan data 
from a Klein Deep Sled UV3500. 

Knudsen SBP Ethernet interface to Knudsen SBP 

Marine Sonic Sidescan Ethernet interface to Atlas-Marine Sonic 
MSTL sidescan sonar, requires SeaScan 
PC top-side unit 

Marine Sonic HDS Sidescan Ethernet interface to Atlas-Marine Sonic 
MSTL HDS sidescan sonar 

Marine Sonics “All Interface” Sidescan 
Sonar (supersedes sidescan and HDS 
sidescan servers) 

Ethernet interface to Atlas-Marine Sonic 
MSTL sidescan sonar, MSTL HDS 
sidescan sonar; ARC Explorer, and AUV 
interface 

Multibeam Server New SonarWiz 7 server supporting 
NORBIT and RESON real-time 
bathymetry data acquisition  

Ping 3DSS Records bathymetric data from a 
Ping3DSS bathymetry sensor to XTF file 
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R2Sonic Server Records sidescan (TruePix)/bathymetry 
snippets from R2Sonix 202x towfish to an 
XTF file 

Remote XTF Server Play back XTF files created by another 
program and records in SonarWiz XTF 
format (Legacy server, to upgraded to 
SonarWiz 7 level) 

Singlebeam Server New SonarWiz 7 server supporting a 
variety of vendors for single-beam real-
time real-time depth data acquisition. 
Contact us for details to see if your 
vendor / model is supported.  

SonarBeam USB interface to SonarBeam S-150 
sonar. (Older model – Edgetech 4125 
USB-interface – same server) (Legacy 
server, to upgraded to SonarWiz 7 
level) 

Sportscan (Imagenex) Serial RS-232 interface to Imagenex 
SportScan sonar (Legacy server, to 
upgraded to SonarWiz 7 level) 

Swordfish SS New server developed in late Q2 2017 for 
Swordfish SS towfish support 

SyQwest SBP Ethernet interface to SyQwest StrataBox, 
Hydrobox, Bathy2010PC, or Bathy2010 
(serial comm port), and HD versions of 
these sensor, records to SEG file 

Tritech 450/990khz Starfish Interface to the Tritech 450/990 khz 
Starfish sidescan sonar 

Tritech Seaking (BETA release) Interface to the Tritech Seaking sidescan 
sonar, requires RS485 interface (Legacy 
server, to upgraded to SonarWiz 7 
level) 

Yellowfin (Imagenex) Ethernet interface to Imagenex tri-
frequency sidescan sonar. 

NI Analog SS Server (16-bit) 16-bit sonar interface using 16-bit CTI 5-
BNC analog interface box (contains NI 
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USB-6210 plus custom electronics), for 
SS/SB recording 

NI Analog SB Server (16-bit) 16-bit sonar interface using 16-bit CTI 5-
BNC analog interface box (contains NI 
USB-6210 plus custom electronics), for 1 
or 2-channel SB recording 

NI Analog SB24 Server (24-bit) 24-bit sonar interface using NI USB-4431 
unit for sub-bottom 1 or 2-channel analog 
recording 

 

1.1.3 Obtaining SonarWiz Servers 

Real-time servers and updates may be downloaded from the Chesapeake 

Technology, Inc. support web site (http://www.chestech-support.com) by 

clicking on the link under the Downloads section labeled  

** SonarWiz Servers 

.(see figure below). Please note that a current Extended Maintenance 

Agreement (EMA) is required to access this section of the web site. Also note 

that a license is required for each type of server. This license is programmed 

into the software license key (commonly called a “dongle”) that must be 

plugged  into a USB port of the computer, in order for SonarWiz and the 

server to run. Please contact CTI if you wish to license a server that is not 

currently licensed on your key. 
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1.1.4 Installing a Server – SonarWiz 7 priority location 

Most of the servers are packaged in a self-installing EXE file which will run when you 

double-click on it after download. 5-series version servers install in both SonarWIz_5 

and SonarWiz_6 server folders (since April, 2015). Newer servers (6-series) required 

that you install SonarWiz 6 first, then install the server, as it auto-detects whether you 

have 32-bit or 64-bit SonarWiz 6 installed, and puts the files there. The newest version 

7.00.xxx servers can be manually installed into a SonarWiz 5 or SonarWiz 6 folder. 
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Many of the sidescan and sub-bottom servers will run with SonarWiz 5.08.0012, 

released 4/6/2015 (final release, legacy software now), or the latest versions of 

SonarWiz 6 (e.g. 6.05.0018), but the new default installation folder is: 

C:\Program Files\Chesapeake Technology, Inc\SonarWiz7\Servers 

If you are using an older version of SonarWiz and installed a server and can’t find it … 

chances are it was installed to that folder above, so just copy it to the folder where you 

need it.  

 

. The folder to copy to, for SonarWiz 5.08.0012 use, is: 

C:\Program Files (x86)\Chesapeake Technology, Inc\SonarWiz_5\Servers  

The zip files for some servers will include DLLs and other support files. It is 

important that ALL of the files are extracted into the folder as shown in the 

figure below. 

 

The current 6-series servers install to one of these two destination folder by default: 

32-bit SonarWiz 6 installed: 

C:\Program Files(x86) \Chesapeake Technology, Inc\SonarWiz_6\Servers  
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64-bit SonarwIz 6 installed: 

C:\Program Files\Chesapeake Technology, Inc\SonarWiz_6\Servers  

 

1.1.5 Launching a Sonar Server 

Launching a local server or connecting to a remote server are both done 

from within SonarWiz. 

To do this, select File->Configure Sonar Interface from the main menu. The 

dialog shown in the figure below will be displayed. 
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1.1.6 Running a Local Server 

1. Invoke the server configuration dialog (Data Acquisition->Sonar ).  

 

SonarWiz Server Configuration dialog 
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2. A list of server modules installed on the local machine will be 

displayed in the “Sidescan” , “Subbottom”, or “Bathymetry” fields. 

3. Highlight the server that you wish to start and press the 

Start/Configure button. If the server is not currently running, it will be 

started and its configuration dialog will be displayed. If the server is 

already running, its configuration dialog will be brought to the 

foreground. 

4. Press OK to dismiss the dialog. 

5. Use the server's configuration dialog to set or change any recording 

parameters. 

1.1.7 Connecting to a Remote Server 

In order to connect to a remote server, that server must be manually started 

on the remote PC. When this has been done, do the following from within 

SonarWiz: 

1. Invoke the server configuration dialog (Data Acquisition -> Sonar).  

2. An entry for the remote server should be found in the list of remote 

servers that are currently running on the LAN.  

3. Highlight the remote server that you wish to connect to, press the 

Connect button and then the OK button. 

4. At this point data should start flowing over a UDP-based Ethernet 

connection into the SonarWiz system (remote PC and SonarWiz PC 

must be able to communicate by TCP/IP network) 
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Section 2 SonarWiz Real-time Servers  

This section explains each of the individual real-time servers, for which we have 

published documentation.   

NOTE: Especially for the bathymetry servers, be sure to have a vintage of server 

which matches the vintage of the SonarWiz version you are running, as protocols 

change periodically, but the most recent versions are always in sync. 

 

2.1.1 Server Version and Installer Updates – August, 2016 

Almost all the servers were revised in Q3 2016, and their installers were updated. 

These are the 2 improvements made in those servers and installers: 

(1) All the revised 6-series servers are statically linked, so they do not need the 

companion file sx32w.dll in the same folder. This helped a lot because the 

sx32w.dll had 2 versions, a 32-bit and 64-bit version, though with the same 

name, and having it missing would cause some servers to fail. It also could not 

mix well, like a 64-bit OS and SonarWiz version, and a 32-bit server.  

(2) All the installers which were revised, got an auto-find feature which looks for a 

SonarWiz 6 installation )so install that first), then tries to populate the correct 

folder, for 32-bit or 64-bit, whichever SERVERS folder makes the most sense.  

(3) Due to this item (2) improvement, SonarWiz 5 can no longer have its SERVERS 

folder installed by the self-installer, and you should install  SonarWiz 6 first, then 

install the server, then copy the files to the SonarWiz 5 SERVERS folder as 

described in a section above.  

2.1.2 Server Version and Installer Updates – June, 2017 

Almost all the servers were revised in Q2 2017, and their installers were updated to 

7.00.xxx level. As mentioned above, these newer installers give priority to installing to 

this folder if SonarWiz 7 has been installed first: 

C:\Program Files\Chesapeake Technology, Inc\SonarWiz7\Servers 

 

All the server GUIs in the sections below 

are current as of July 1, 2017. 
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2.2 Teledyne Benthos 16xxx Server – General 

The SonarWiz 16xx Server is intended for either the Teledyne Benthos SIS-

1622 Single Frequency or SIS-1624 Dual Frequency side scan sonars.  

 

 

2.2.1 Server IP Address 

This is the Ethernet address of the CL-160 Communications Link of 16xx 

sidescan sonar. The CL-160 Communications Link is the main surface 

component of the system. It provides the high voltage DC power for the tow 

vehicle, and it serves as the high-speed communications link between the 

tow vehicle andthe client computer running SonarWiz. 

The 16xx sonars have an IP address of 192.168.0.17 whereas the PC 

running SonarWiz must have: 

 IP address: 192.168.0.22  

 

Benthos 16xx Server 
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 Subnet Mask: 255.255.255.0 

 

 If connecting the CL-160 to a client computer, connect a 
network crossover cable to the Ethernet connector on the 
CL-160 and to the network connector on the client 
computer. 
If connecting the CL-160 to a LAN, connect a network 
patch cable to the Ethernet connector on the CL-160 and 
to the hub or router. 

2.2.2 TCP Port 

The SIS CL-160 transmits data on TCP port 5009. 

2.2.3 LEDs 

There are two LED style controls that indicate the connections state of the 

interface software to both the 16xx sonar and the SonarWiz client software. A 

green color indicates the connection is active. Red indicates that there is no 

connection.  

2.2.4 Connect / Disconnect Button 

The Connect button starts the communication between the SonarWiz 

interface software and the 16xx Sonar. A valid connection is indicated by the 

16xx Connection LED changing from red to green. If the 16xx Connection 

LED stays red, check the Ethernet cables on the SonarWiz PC and the CL-

160 and verify IP Address and TCP Port settings are correct.  

The Disconnect Button severs the link between the server and the 16xx 

Sonar. 

2.2.5 Log Diagnostic Data 

This is a diagnostic function that should only be used when instructed by a 

CTI engineer. The Log Diagnostic Data check box causes the server to 

record all raw data Ethernet packets received from the 16xx sonar. 
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2.2.6 Control Parameters 

2.2.6.1 Channels 

Selection of either High or Low frequency channels is made in this drop down 

box for either 16xx Sonar. Simultaneous HF and LF may be selected for the 

1624. 

2.2.6.2 Record Length  

Drop down list for selection of sonar range setting. 

2.2.6.3 Sound Velocity 

The sound velocity value (speed of sound in water) is used by the 16xx sonar 

in the range equation (distance = speed of sound * time of travel) to calculate 

the slant range of the returning acoustic pulse. 

This value is 1500 m/s by default but should be corrected if the local speed of 

sound is known for the best possible results.  

2.2.6.4 Samples 

Users may choose to: 

 Record the 16xx data using an 8-bit range i.e. decimating the raw data 

range received from the 16xx sonar; or 

 Record the 16xx data using the full 16-bit range. 

For most applications 8-bit recording should suffice however if the user is 

performing intense post-processing analysis then a 16-bit format should be 

chosen. 

2.2.6.5 LF/HF Transmit Enabled 

Check boxes to enable transmission of either LF of HF signals. 

2.2.6.6 Gains 

Gains for all 4 channels may be selected from the drop down menus according to 

the prevailing water column and bottom conditions. 

2.2.6.7 Trigger Mode  

The CL-160 may be connected to an external trigger source used to synchronize 

multiple sonars thus reducing interference. If an external trigger source is connected 

to the CL-160 select External otherwise use Internal. 
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2.2.6.8 Pulse Mode  

 

 

The 16xx sonars are capable of either Chirp or Continuous Wave transmissions. Chirp 

side scan sonar images are normally used to achieve high resolution imagery over 

longer ranges whereas CW can be used to acquire high resolution images over short 

ranges. 

The Chirp Pattern Test sends a test pattern to the receiver in order to test the sonar 

and normally used for diagnostics under the guidance of a Teledyne-Benthos 

engineer. 

2.2.6.9 Send ASCII Command  

Manual commands to configure the 16xx sonar may be sent via ASCII text 

string. This is an advanced user function and requires a complete 

understanding of the consequences. Documentation for these commands is 

available from Teledyne-Benthos. 

2.2.7 Status Windows 

The Status Windows display sonar information received from the 16xx 

including: 

 Ping: Current Ping Number 

 Range: Sonar Range setting 

 Time Period: Time between pings  

o Note:  1/(Time Period) = Ping Rate in Hz 

 Samples: Number of range samples in current ping 

 Heading: Towbody compass heading 

“In conventional CW side scan sonar systems, higher frequency content 

is invariably associated with an increase in resolution. However, the 

higher frequencies are also associated with a decrease in range. Chirp 

side scan sonar reduces this trade-off by using digitally produced linear 

FM acoustic transmissions and matched filter processing to provide 

high resolution sonar imagery at long ranges. In short range 

applications, however, high resolution imagery can still be obtained 

using CW side scan sonar...” 

Teledyne Benthos 1600 Series Manual 
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 Pitch: Towbody Pitch 

 Roll: Towbody Roll  

 Temperature: Water temperature at towbody (if fitted) 

 Pressure: Ambient water pressure at towbody (if fitted) 

 Magnetic Field: Magnetometer reading (if fitted) 

 System Type: 1622 or 1624 

 LPRG: Low Frequency Port Receive Gain 

 LSRG: Low Frequency Starboard Receive Gain 

 HPRG: High Frequency Port Receive Gain 

 HSRG: High Frequency Starboard Receive Gain 

 Range: This is the range that is reported in the telemetry data. 

 Telemetry: The telemetry area is the parsed data from 162x that 

shows the "status data" sent at 1Hz. It is primarily used to verify that 

the ASCII commands that have been sent to the sonar have been 

received and acknowledged. 

2.2.8 Quit  

Terminate the SonarWiz 16xx server. 

2.2.9 System Menu Controls 

The system menu shown, in the figure below, offers options to keep the 

interface program on top of all other windows as well as standard Windows 

menu options. Note that only the Quit button on the interface program will 

actually terminate the software. This feature is to prevent accidentally closing 

the software. 
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The Reset Stats menu selection is used for internal Chesapeake diagnostics 

only and has no effect on the sonar interface. 

The About box menu selection is useful for reading the version number of 

the interface software and the date that it was last built. The Advanced 

Settings dialog is described below. 

2.2.10 Advanced Settings 

The Advanced Settings dialog (see figure below) includes control settings 

that specify the level of diagnostic information recorded by the interface. A 

value of zero will only record error messages while a value of 9 will report all 

diagnostic messages. 

Typically, these messages are sent to a log file. In a diagnostic situation, a 

Chesapeake support engineer may also ask you to run the SWizMon 

diagnostic monitoring application where messages may be viewed in real-

time. The TCP/IP Base Port is where the real-time diagnostic messages are 

sent and viewed by the SWizMon software. Please do not change the 

TCP/IP Base Port address unless instructed to do so by a Chesapeake 

support engineer. 

 

16xx System Menu Settings 
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2.3 Teledyne-Benthos 1625 Server 

 

2.3.1 General 

The Benthos 1625 Server is intended for the Teledyne Benthos SIS-1625 

Dual Frequency side scan sonar with combined Chirp III sub-bottom profiler.  

 

Advanced Settings 

 

Teledyne-Benthos 1625 Server 
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2.3.2 Server IP Address 

This is the Ethernet address of the CL-164 Communications Link of 1625 

sonar. The CL-164 Communications Link is the main surface component of 

the system. It provides the high voltage DC power for the tow vehicle, and it 

serves as the high-speed communications link between the tow vehicle and 

the client computer running SonarWiz. 

The 1625 sonar has an IP address of 192.168.0.24 whereas the PC running 

SonarWiz must have: 

 IP address: 192.168.0.22  

 Subnet Mask: 255.255.255.0 

 

 If connecting the CL-164 to a client computer, connect a 
network crossover cable to the Ethernet connector on the 
CL-164 and to the network connector on the client 
computer. 
If connecting the CL-164 to a LAN, connect a network 
patch cable to the Ethernet connector on the CL-164 and 
to the hub or router. 

 

2.3.3 TCP Port 

The CL-164 transmits data on TCP port 5009. 

2.3.4 Connect / Disconnect Button 

The Connect button starts the communication between the SonarWiz 

interface software and the 1625 Sonar. A valid connection is indicated by the 

1625 Connection LED changing from red to green. If the 1625 Connection 

LED stays red, check the Ethernet cables on the SonarWiz PC and the CL-

164 and verify IP Address and TCP Port settings are correct.  

The Disconnect Button severs the link between the server and the 1625 

Sonar.  
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2.3.5 LEDs 

There are two LED style controls that indicate the connections state of the 

interface software to both the 1625 sonar and the SonarWiz client software. 

A green color indicates the connection is active. Red indicates that there is 

no connection.  

2.3.6 Control Parameters 

Each Frequency (LF & HF sidescan and SBP) has a number of settings that 

appear in a tabular format in the 1625 Server. The functionality of each 

setting is identical for each frequency. 

2.3.6.1 Rcvr Gain 

A drop down list of the desired receive gain setting. A higher number means 

a more sensitive receiver. 

2.3.6.2 Transmit Power 

Drop down list for selection of sonar transmit power settings. 

2.3.6.3 Pulse Length  

Drop down list for selection of sonar transmit pulse lengths. 

 

Hint: After you have selected the desired range select the 
lowest Pulse Length that still allows the the sonar to 
illuminate the entire range. 
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2.3.6.4 Pulse Type 

 

The 16xx sonars are capable of either Chirp or Continuous Wave 

transmissions. Chirp side scan sonar images are normally used to achieve 

high resolution imagery over longer ranges whereas CW can be used to 

acquire high resolution images over short ranges. 

The Chirp Pattern Test sends a test pattern to the receiver in order to test the 

sonar. 

2.3.6.5 Power On/Off 

Check boxes to enable transmission of acoustic signals. 

2.3.6.6 Rectification 

This converts all A/D values received from the sonar to positive vales 

(Unipolar) rather than both positive and negative (Bipolar). 

 Note: This setting directly affects the recorded data and 
the SonarWiz Project Polarity Settings must be properly 
configured. Use OPTIONS setting and SBP Options, as 
shown below: 

 

“In conventional CW side scan sonar systems, higher frequency 

content is invariably associated with an increase in resolution. 

However, the higher frequencies are also associated with a 

decrease in range. Chirp side scan sonar reduces this trade-off 

by using digitally produced linear FM acoustic transmissions 

and matched filter processing to provide high resolution sonar 

imagery at long ranges. In short range applications, however, 

high resolution imagery can still be obtained using CW side 

scan sonar...” 

Teledyne Benthos 1600 Series Manual 
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2.3.6.7 Rec Length 

Sidescan Only: Drop down list for selection of sidescan sonar range setting. 

2.3.6.8 Sound Vel 

The sound velocity value (speed of sound in water) is used by the 16xx sonar 

in the range equation (distance = speed of sound * time of travel) to calculate 

the slant range of the returning acoustic pulse. 

This value is 1500 m/s by default but should be corrected if the local speed of 

sound is known for the best possible results.  

2.3.6.9 Aux Sensors 

Used to display raw information from any connected auxiliary sensors such 

as a magnetometer. 

2.3.6.10 Mag UDP Port 

UDP Port of the Magnetometer if it is fitted on the 1625. 

2.3.6.11 Mag Data 

ASCII data from magnetometer (if fitted). 

Note: Magnetometer data will be passed through to SWM and stored in the 

XTF file. 

2.3.7 Status Windows 

The Status Windows display sonar information received from the 16xx 

including: 

 Ping: Current Ping Number 

 Range: Sonar Range setting 

 Time Period: Time between pings  

o Note: 1/(Time Period) = Ping Rate in Hz 

 Samples: Number of range samples in current ping 

 Telemetry: The telemetry area is the parsed data from 162x that 

shows the "status data" sent at 1Hz. It is primarily used to verify that 

the ASCII commands that have been sent to the sonar have been 

received and acknowledged. 
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2.3.8 Trigger Mode  

The CL-160 may be connected to an external trigger source used to 

synchronize multiple sonars thus reducing interference. If an external trigger 

source is connected to the CL-160 select External otherwise use Internal. 

2.3.9 Chirp Pattern Test 

The Chirp Pattern Test sends a test pattern to the receiver in order to test the 

sonar. 

2.3.10 Send ASCII Command  

Manual commands to configure the 16xx sonar may be sent via ASCII text 

string. This is an advanced user function and requires a complete 

understanding of the consequences. Documentation for these commands is 

available from Teledyne-Benthos. 

2.3.11 Approx Latitude 

Used for pressure to depth conversion based on the gravitational effects at 

different latitudes using the Saunders and Fof on-off method. 

2.3.12 Quit  

Terminate the Benthos 1625 server. 

2.3.13 System Menu Controls 

The system menu shown below offers options to keep the interface program 

on top of all other windows as well as standard Windows menu options. Note 

that only the Quit button on the interface program will actually terminate the 

software. This feature is to prevent accidentally closing the software. 
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The Reset Stats menu selection is used for internal Chesapeake diagnostics 

only and has no effect on the sonar interface. 

The About box menu selection is useful for reading the version number of 

the interface software and the date that it was last built. The Advanced 

Settings dialog is described below. 

2.3.14 Advanced Settings 

The Advanced Settings dialog includes control settings that specify the level 

of diagnostic information recorded by the interface. A value of zero will only 

record error messages while a value of 9 will report all diagnostic messages. 

Typically, these messages are sent to a log file. In a diagnostic situation, a 

Chesapeake support engineer may also ask you to run the SWizMon 

diagnostic monitoring application where messages may be viewed in real-

time. The TCP/IP Base Port is where the real-time diagnostic messages are 

sent and viewed by the SWizMon software. Please do not change the 

TCP/IP Base Port address unless instructed to do so by a Chesapeake 

support engineer. 

 

 16xx System Menu Settings 

 

Advanced Settings 
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2.4 Teledyne-Odom CHIRP III Server 

The Odom Chirp III Sonar Interface provides the real-time data interface 

services for working with the Odom Chirp III sub-bottom profiler. The 

interface can be run on any Windows7, or Windows10 system, and provides 

command, control and data to and from the Chirp III firmware.  

 

 

2.4.1 TCP/IP Address of Chirp III Firmware 

The IP address of the Chirp III system is 192.168.0.24. This address cannot 

be changed. The IP address of SonarWiz PC must be in the must be 

192.168.0.2- 192.168.0.255 to communicate with the Odom Chirp III 

 

Teledyne-Odom CHIRP III Server 
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software. Teledyne-Odom recommends setting the SonarWiz PC IP address 

to 192.168.0.25. The TCP port address should be set to 5009 unless 

otherwise noted by the manufacturer. 

2.4.2 Connect/Disconnect Button 

The Connect button starts the communication between the interface 

SonarWiz software and the Odom Chirp III Firmware. A valid connection is 

indicated by the Chirp III LED changing from red to green. If the Chirp III LED 

stays red, check the Ethernet cable connecting the SonarWiz PC to the 

Odom firmware. Once connected, the button label changes from “Connect” to 

“Disconnect”. 

2.4.3 Connection Status LEDs 

There are two LED style controls that indicate the connections state of the 

interface software to both the Odom Chirp III firmware and the SonarWiz 

client software. A green color indicates the connection is active. Red 

indicates that there is no connection. 

2.4.4 Sonar Rep Rate 

This drop list sets the Chirp III ping rate in milliseconds. 

2.4.5 Trigger Source Selector 

This control selects the trigger source applied to the Odom firmware. Please 

refer to the Odom Chirp III User’s manual for details. 

2.4.6 Chirp Pattern Test 

This check box enables a diagnostic mode to verify the chirp pulse 

generation in the firmware. Please refer to the Odom Chirp III User’s manual 

for details. 

2.4.7 LF/HF Enable  

This control enables the low frequency and high frequency transducer 

sections in the Chirp III firmware. Please refer to the Odom Chirp III User’s 

manual for details. 
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2.4.8 LF/HF Signal Rectification 

This control enables rectification of the low frequency and high frequency 

signals in firmware. Please refer to the Odom Chirp III User’s manual for 

details. 

2.4.9 Pulse Type Selector 

This control selects between either a chirp or continuous wave transmit 

pulse. Please refer to the Odom Chirp III User’s manual for details. 

2.4.10 Transmit Pulse Power 

This control sets the transmit power independently for the low and high 

frequency transmitters. Please refer to the Odom Chirp III User’s manual for 

details. 

2.4.11 Receiver Gain 

This control sets the receiver gain in 3dB steps for both the low frequency 

and high frequency receivers. Please refer to the Odom Chirp III User’s 

manual for details. 

2.4.12 Transmit Pulse Length 

This control sets the transmit pulse length of the outgoing pulse in the 

firmware. Please refer to the Odom Chirp III User’s manual for details. 

2.4.13 Status of Current Ping 

This is a read-only status display of the most recent ping received from the 

Odom firmware. The information displayed is the current ping number, range 

in meters, time period of ping in seconds, number of samples for each 

channel and altitude in meters if altimeter available. 

2.4.14 Amplitude Statistics for Current Ping 

The interface software computes the minimum, average and maximum 

amplitude statistics for each ping as it is received. The Chirp III signal is a 

signed 16 bit digitizer with a full scale range of -32768 to +32767. 
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2.4.15 Telemetry 

If the Chirp III is capable of sending tow-body telemetry it may be configured 

here. Left-click on the Telemetry button in the server main window and the 

dialog in the figure below will open.  

 

Left-click in the Enable Telemetry box to enable the Telemetry serial port 

settings. Left-clicking on this button open the dialog in the figure below. 

 

 

 Chirp III Telemetry Settings 

 

 Telemetry COM Port Settings 
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Configure the COM port setting according to the Odom sonar setup and the 

appropriate serial port on the SonarWiz PC. 

2.4.16 Reflectivity 

Used to compute the reflectivity coefficient of the seafloor surface. 

Reflectivity can be used to estimate the bottom hardness. This value is sent 

to SonarWiz and can be color coded and displayed as a snail trail following 

the ships track. Selecting the Reflectivity button opens the settings dialog for 

the reflectivity engine. The default values for the Odom Chirp III are shown 

below: 

 

2.4.17 PreAmp Gain 

The PreAmp Gain control controls the amount of gain applied to the incoming 

signal on the LPT port for the two CHIRP III Channels. See your Odom Chirp 

III documentation for further clarification. You do not need the preamp.exe 

if you are not running a hull mount system you do not need the pre amp 

as this amplifier is used to boost the signal on a hull mount and not a 

towfish. 

 

Odom Reflectivity Settings 
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2.4.18 System Menu Controls 

The system menu(click the top-left icon in the server to open this dialog) 

shown below offers options to keep the interface program on top of all other 

windows as well as standard Windows menu options. Note that only the Quit 

button on the interface program will actually terminate the software. This 

feature is to prevent accidentally closing the software. 

 

Chirp III PreAmp Gain Settings 
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The Reset Stats menu selection is used for internal Chesapeake diagnostics 

only and has no effect on the sonar interface. The About box menu selection 

is useful for reading the version number of the interface software and the 

date that it was last built. The Advanced Settings dialog is described below. 

2.4.19 Advanced Settings 

The Advanced Settings dialog includes control settings that specify the level 

of diagnostic information recorded by the interface. A value of zero will only 

record error messages while a value of 9 will report all diagnostic messages. 

Typically, these messages are sent to a log file. In a diagnostic situation, a 

Chesapeake support engineer may also ask you to run the SWizMon 

diagnostic monitoring application where messages may be viewed in real-

time. The TCP/IP Base Port is where the real-time diagnostic messages are 

sent and viewed by the SWizMon software. Please do not change the 

TCP/IP Base Port address unless instructed to do so by a Chesapeake 

support engineer.  

 

Benthos CHIRP III Menu Settings 
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2.5 C-Max CM2 USB Server 

The CMax CM2 USB towfish is controlled via the CMax USB server: 

 

2.5.1 Start Towfish 

Starts the CMax towfish and connects to it. 

 

 Advanced Settings 

 

Figure 1: CMax USB Server 
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2.5.2 Stop Towfish 

Stops the CMax towfish. 

2.5.3 Set Range/Frequency  

Depending on the specific model, the following frequencies and ranges may 

be available:  

Acoustic frequencies 

 100kHz – LF 

 325kHz – HF 

 780kHz – EF 

Ranges (port and starboard) 

 12.5m – EF 

 25m – EF/ HF 

 50m – HF 

 75m – HF 

 100m – HF/LF 

 150m – HF/LF 

 200m – LF 

 300m – LF 

 400m – LF 

 500m –LF; 25m, 50m, 75m,100m,150m –HF; 12.5m, 25m -EF 
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2.5.4 Simulation Mode 

Simulation mode (shown in the figure above) starts the server and “connects” 

to a simulated CMax sonar. The imagery display is a sonar test pattern and 

no position is generated. In simulation mode, you can record and XTF file 

and you will see a variety of ramp-function values presented in the various 

parameters in the CMax display, and some of these record into the XTF file: 

 

 

 

2.5.5 Mute Towfish 

Mute allows the towfish to run as normal but with no acoustic transmissions. 

This is useful for diagnostic purposes where an echo sounder or other 

 

CMAX Range/Frequency Settings (Simulation Mode) 

 

CMAX simulation data  (Simulation Mode) 
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acoustic source may be interfering with the image. When muted, indicated 

altitude is zero. 

2.5.6 Hold Gain 

Gain Hold allows the automatic gain to be inhibited, fixing the gain profile as 

it was when Gain Hold was selected. 

Normally the only reason to disable the automatic gain is if the image of a 

certain target, such as a wreck, needs to be observed without the gain slowly 

changing. If the gain profile is held whilst the target is in view, the reflectivity 

of any part of the target can be directly compared. Also if the target has a 

significant dark area, holding the gain constant avoids the “gain shadow” as 

the scan moves back on to the relatively light background again. 

Caution: If the gain profile is held constant this automatically disables the 

towfish from measuring its altitude. The reason for this is that changes in 

bottom reflectivity together with the fixed gain may mean that the altimeter 

would have difficulty in bottom-tracking. However the altitude can still be 

adjusted by the operator using the bottom-tracking, up and down controls. 

Also note that the correction for the shape of the acoustic beams may be 

wrong if the altitude changes whilst the gain is held. 

When Gain Hold is in the On state the overall gain profile can be adjusted up 

or down, in 1dB steps 

2.5.7 Shallow Mode 

Shallow mode is intended for use only in very shallow water where the user 

needs to use the towfish at less than the normal altitude limit of 1.4m. In 

shallow mode the gain profile is started at the towfish position itself instead of 

at the first bottom echo and the indicated altitude is zero. 

2.5.8 Offset Altitude 

The CM2 Sonar Transceiver (STR) can automatically calculate the altitude of 

the towfish. To use this automated function the Offset Altitude function 

should be used in the following manner: 

Either open the Real Time Monitor Window (Map>Real-time Monitor or 

Ctrl+W) or have the waterfall display in the Main Window (Alt+S to switch 

the Map Window).  
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Open the Real-time Bottom Tracker (View>Real-time Bottom Tracker or 

right click on the waterfall and select Real-time Bottom Tracker)and ensure 

that the following settings are enabled/disabled as indicated below: 

 Enable Auto-tracker OFF 

 Use Telemetered Altitude ON 

 Trace Detected Bottom ON 

Set the display to show the water column (i.e. not slant-range-corrected) then 

lower the towfish to an altitude in the range 5-15m initially. The indicated 

altitude (not necessarily the true altitude at this stage) will be displayed by 

the SonarWiz in the Navigation Bar and the Altitude trace line in the 

waterfall display. 

Check that the altitude trace line is locked on the initial bottom echo, not on 

the surface echo, nor is left in a “neutral” position. 

If the altitude trace initially fails to lock on to the bottom correctly use the 

Offset Altitude buttons to push it into lock. 

2.5.9 Connection Status LED’s 

There are two LED style controls that indicate the connections state of the 

interface software to both the CM2 and the SonarWiz client software. A 

green color indicates the connection is active. Red indicates that there is no 

connection. 

2.5.10 Do Not Send Packets 

Checking this box leaves the sonar running but data will not be sent to 

SonarWiz.  

2.5.11 Status Windows 

The Status Windows display sonar information received from the CMax 

including: 

 Ping: Current Ping Number 

 Range: Sonar Range setting 

 Time Period: Time between pings  

o Note: 1/(Time Period) = Ping Rate in Hz 
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 Samples: Number of range samples in current ping 

 Altitude: Altitude as determined by the TPU 

 Frequency: Sonar frequency 

 Minimum: Minimum sampled value in current ping  

 Maximum: Maximum sampled value in current ping 

 Average: Average sampled value in current ping 

2.5.12 System Menu Controls 

The system menu shown below offers options to keep the interface program 

on top of all other windows as well as standard Windows menu options. Note 

that only the Quit button on the interface program will actually terminate the 

software. This feature is to prevent accidentally closing the software. 

 

The Reset Stats menu selection is used for internal Chesapeake diagnostics 

only and has no effect on the sonar interface. 

The About box menu selection is useful for reading the version number of 

the interface software and the date that it was last built. The Advanced 

Settings dialog is described below. 

 

CMax System Menu Settings 
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2.5.13 Advanced Settings 

The Advanced Settings dialog includes control settings that specify the level 

of diagnostic information recorded by the interface. A value of zero will only 

record error messages while a value of 9 will report all diagnostic messages. 

Typically, these messages are sent to a log file. In a diagnostic situation, a 

Chesapeake support engineer may also ask you to run the SWizMon 

diagnostic monitoring application where messages may be viewed in real-

time. The TCP/IP Base Port is where the real-time diagnostic messages are 

sent and viewed by the SWizMon software. Please do not change the 

TCP/IP Base Port address unless instructed to do so by a Chesapeake 

support engineer. 

 

 

 

  

 

Advanced Settings 
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2.6 EdgeTech 2000 Server (4200 + FSSB) 

Edgetech 2000 real-time support in SonarWiz is actually provided by running a 

combination of two servers at once: 

(1)  the Edgetech 4125-4200 server for sidescan, and  

(2) the Edgetech 3XXX (FSSB) for sub-bottom.  

This combination was used initially in 2012 and a survey-note PDF describes how it was 

set up. Please find that survey note here: 

http://www.chestech-

support.com/download/ctisupport/SonarWiz_5/UserDocs/SonarWiz5_Edgetech2XXX_RealtimeAcquisition.pdf 

 

Each of these two servers are separately licensed on the license key, so be sure to 

contact Chesapeake Technology sales staff at sales@chesapeaketech.com for 

additional licensing, if you are not sure you have purchased it yet.  
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2.7 EdgeTech 3xxx SBP (FSSB, aka X-star) Server 

 

2.7.1 General 

The SonarWiz EdgeTech 3xxx FSSB (full-spectrum sub-bottom) SBP server 

is compatible with all EdgeTech 3xxx series sub-bottom profilers including 

the 3100-P, 3200-XS (X-star) and 3300-HM.  

EdgeTech DISCOVER controlling software is not required between the 

SonarWiz server and the sub-bottom profile as the server can take full 

control of the sonar. 

2.7.2 3xxx SBP IP Address 

This is the IP Address of the SBP. See your EdgeTech SBP user manual for 

specific information on IP Address. 

Typically: 

 3100-P is 192.0.10.100 

 3200-XS is 192.0.10.100 

 3300-HM is 192.0.10.100 

 

 EdgeTech 3XXX FSSB Server GUI 
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2.7.3 IP Port 

The port on which the SBP is transmitting its data and receiving commands. 

See EdgeTech SBP user manual for specific information on IP Port. 

Typically: 

 3100-P is 1700 

 3200-XS is 1700 

 3300-HM is 1700 

2.7.4 Control and Data Status Lights 

Displays green “lights” when Control is established and Data are being 

received. 

2.7.5 Trigger (ms) 

User-defined Trigger Value in milliseconds 

2.7.6 Record Length  

User-defined record length in milliseconds 

2.7.7 Status Windows 

The Status Windows display sonar information received from the SBP Unit 

including: 

 Trigger (ms): Timing of trigger signal 

 Record Length (ms): Total length (range) of record in milliseconds 

 ADC Hz: This is the sampling frequency (in Hz) at which the SBP is 

digitizing the signal 

 Window: The amount of data the SBP is going to collect for a given 

ping cycle given the SonarWiz server request for a given ping rate and 

record length. 

 Samples: Number of range samples in current ping 

 Ping: The current ping number 
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 Range: Sonar Range setting 

 Time Period (s): Time between pings  

o Note: 1/(Time Period) = Ping Rate in Hz 

 Fish Depth: Sensor Depth of the SBP 

2.7.8 Ping Statistics 

The Ping Statistics display backscatter (amplitude) information received 

from the SBP including: 

 Minimum: Minimum sampled value in current ping  

 Maximum: Maximum sampled value in current ping 

 Average: Average sampled value in current ping 

2.7.9 Telemetry 

The readout from the Roll, Pitch and Heading sensors on the SBP if 

checked as “Use EdgeTech Heave”  

2.7.10 Outgoing Pulse Power 

A Slider Bar that adjusts the power of the transmission pulse.  

2.7.11 Pulse List 

When a connection is made to the EdgeTech system, the server requests a 

list of available acoustic pulses. These pulses define the chirp range and 

bandwidth on the SBP.  

2.7.12 Sound Velocity 

The sound velocity value (speed of sound in water) is used by the SBP in the 

range equation (distance = speed of sound * time of travel) to calculate the 

slant range of the returning acoustic pulse. 

This value is 1500 m/s by default but should be corrected if the local speed of 

sound is known for the best possible results.  
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2.7.13 Logging Format 

Users may choose to: 

 Record the SBP data using an 16-bit Integer range i.e. decimating the 

raw data range received from the SBP but reducing storage space 

requirements; or 

 Record the SBP data using the full 32-bit floating point range for better 

resolution but increased data storage capacity requirements. 

2.7.14 JSF Scalar 

The JSF amplitude scalar is used to scale the envelope, real or imaginary 

number into a useful 16-bit integer display range.  

Refer to the sonar manufacturer's documentation for a full explanation on 

JSF format.  

2.7.15 Quit 

Terminates the Server Interface. 

2.7.16 Enable Pinging 

Starts SBP active transmissions. 

2.7.17 SonarWiz Connection Light 

Displays green when the main SonarWiz program is connected to this server 

and red when it is not. 

2.7.18 System Menu  

The system menu shown in the figure below offers options to keep the 

interface program on top of all other windows as well as standard Windows 

menu options. Note that only the Quit button on the interface program will 

actually terminate the software. This feature is to prevent accidentally closing 

the software.  

The Reset Stats menu selection is used for internal Chesapeake diagnostics 

only and has no effect on the sonar interface. 
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The About box menu selection is useful for reading the version number of 

the interface software and the date that it was last built. 

The Advanced Settings dialog is described in the next section below. 

 

2.7.19 Advanced Settings 

The Advanced Settings dialog shown below, includes control settings that 

specify the level of diagnostic information recorded by the interface. A value 

of zero will only record error messages while a value of 9 will report all 

diagnostic messages. 

Typically, these messages are sent to a log file. In a diagnostic situation, a 

Chesapeake support engineer may also ask you to run the SWizMon 

diagnostic monitoring application where messages may be viewed in real-

time. The TCP/IP Base Port is where the real-time diagnostic messages are 

sent and viewed by the SWizMon software. Please do not change the 

TCP/IP Base Port address unless instructed to do so by a Chesapeake 

support engineer. 

 

 

 EdgeTech SBP Server System Menu 

 

 Edgetech 3XXX FSSB server - Advanced Settings Dialog 
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2.8 EdgeTech 4100V2 Server 

The EdgeTech 4100V2 Server can be used to control the 4100 sonar or can be 

run in slave mode. Regardless of the mode chosen, EdgeTech's “Discover” 

software must be running in order for the server to interpret the data 

stream correctly.  

 

2.8.1 Start-up Procedure 

1. Configure the SonarWiz PC for the 4100 in the same manner as any 

other sidescan sonar. See Section 4 of the main SonarWiz User 

Guide, for details on setting up the SonarWiz PC navigation,  compute 

towfish option, fathometer, cable meter,  for R/T data collection. 

2. Set-up the 4200 sidescan sonar as prescribed by EdgeTech. 

a. If using a 4200 Top Side Processor, either a standard Ethernet 

cable to your system's Ethernet Hub/Router or a cross-over 

Ethernet cable directly to the SonarWiz PC may be used. 

 

EdgeTech 4100 Server GUI 
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b. If using a 4100P, normally a cross-over Ethernet cable to the 

PC where EdgeTech's “Discover” software will be running is 

used. 

 

3. Start the 4100 as prescribed by the EdgeTech manual. 

4. If using a 4100P, run the “Discover” software on the appropriate PC. 

The link between “Discover” and the 4100 should be automatic. If no 

connection is seen, refer to the EdgeTech manual. 

5. Start SonarWiz on your PC. 

6. Start the SonarWiz EdgeTech 4100 server. 

 

EdgeTech 4100 Topside Processor 

 

 EdgeTech 4100P Processor 
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7. The 4100 IP Address shownabove is entered as the IP Address of 

the PC running the “Discover” software. 

a. If the SonarWiz PC is the PC running “Discover” then the IP 

address may be the PC loopback address (127.0.0.1) or the 

specific address of the PC itself. 

b. If the PC running “Discover” is not the SonarWiz PC then 

determine the “Discover” PC's IP address (See above) and 

enter this value in the Server 4100 IP Address box. If using the 

4100 Top Side Processor the IP address should be 

192.0.10.100 

8. The IP Port should always be 1900 unless a custom configuration 

exists on the 4100. 

 In order to determine a PC's IP address: 
1. Click “Start” 
2. Select “Run” 
3. Type “cmd” 
4. Click “OK” 
5. Type “ipconfig” and press “Enter” 
6. The IP Address of the PC will be displayed. 

2.8.2 4100 IP Address / IP Port  

See previous section 

2.8.3 Connect 

Connects the SonarWiz 4100 Server to the “Discover” software.  

2.8.4 Slave Mode 

When checked this disables the SonarWiz 4100 server from controlling sonar 

power or range. 

2.8.5 Status Lights 

Displays green “lights” when Server Control is established and Data are 

being received. 
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2.8.6 Sonar Power/Frequency 

When not in Slave Mode, these radio buttons allow the user to select the 

active frequency. See the EdgeTech manual for full details. 

2.8.7 Range 

When not in Slave Mode, the preset ranges of the 4100 are selectable in this 

drop-down list.  

2.8.8 Analog Gain Level 

The Gain Levels on each transducer may be set in order to optimize the 

imagery. Increasing the gain increases the overall brightness of the imagery 

and decreasing the gain decreases the overall brightness of the imagery. 

2.8.9 Sound Velocity 

If known, the actual Sound Velocity should be entered here to aid in range 

versus time calculations. 

2.8.10 Status Windows 

Display the relevant information associated with the current ping. These data 

are a quick indicator of sonar status and would normally be used if 

troubleshooting were required. 

2.8.11 Scalars 

The scalar values of the backscatter calculated by the 4100 are required to 

indicate to the SonarWiz 4100 server what internal gain setting to use for 

each channel. The scalar values are dependent upon a multitude of variables 

and may change depending on the environmental conditions. 

Typically the user will literally guess on a scalar value and move up or down 

until the imagery is seen on the SonarWiz waterfall display. Once that occurs 

the user will then enter smaller increments until a waterfall image shows 

good contrast. The scalar values, once determined, should not change 

significantly for a particular area of operation. 
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2.8.12 Downsample 

The 4100 sonar is a 16 bit sonar and collects 4096 samples per channel. If 

disk space on the SonarWiz PC is limited or high-resolution data is not 

necessarily required then downsampling may be selected. 

2.8.13 Record Diagnostic Data 

Used for troubleshooting when requested by a CTI engineer. 

2.8.14 Quit  

Terminate the SonarWiz 4100 server. 

2.8.15 Enable Pinging 

When not in Slave Mode, this button starts and stops the 4100 

transmissions. 

2.8.16 SonarWiz Connection 

A green “light” is displayed when the SonarWiz 4100 server and SonarWiz 

are linked. 

2.8.17 System Menu Commands  

The system menu shown below offers options to keep the interface program 

on top of all other windows as well as standard Windows menu options. Note 

that only the Quit button on the interface program will actually terminate the 

software. This feature is to prevent accidentally closing the software. 
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The Reset Stats menu selection is used for internal Chesapeake diagnostics 

only and has no effect on the sonar interface. 

The About box menu selection is useful for reading the version number of 

the interface software and the date that it was last built. The Advanced 

Settings dialog is described below. 

2.8.18 Advanced Settings 

The Advanced Settings dialog includes control settings that specify the level 

of diagnostic information recorded by the interface. A value of zero will only 

record error messages while a value of 9 will report all diagnostic messages. 

Typically, these messages are sent to a log file. In a diagnostic situation, a 

Chesapeake support engineer may also ask you to run the SWizMon 

diagnostic monitoring application where messages may be viewed in real-

time. The TCP/IP Base Port is where the real-time diagnostic messages are 

sent and viewed by the SWizMon software. Please do not change the 

TCP/IP Base Port address unless instructed to do so by a Chesapeake 

support engineer. 

 

EdgeTech System Menu Settings 
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2.9 EdgeTech 4125 USB Server  

The EdgeTech 4125 USB Sonar Interface provides the real-time data interface 

services for working with the EdgeTech 4125 sidescan sonar. The interface can 

be run on any Windows7 or Windows10 or later system and provides command, 

control and data to and from the 4125 firmware.  

 

Advanced Settings 
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2.9.1 4125 COM Port  

The 4125 interface uses a virtual COM port driver (VCP) to communicate 

with the USB connector attached to the EdgeTech 4125 device. The 

EdgeTech Discover software is not required for this interface. The Virtual 

COM Port driver must be installed before this SonarWiz server can 

communicate with the 4125 device. Typically, the Virtual Serial Port driver 

will be installed by the SonarWiz installation program. 

2.9.2 Connect/Disconnect Button 

The Connect button starts the communication between the interface 

SonarWiz software and the EdgeTech 4125 sonar. A valid connection is 

indicated by the 4125 Connection Status LED changing from red to green. If 

the EdgeTech 4125 Connection Status LED stays red, check the USB cable 

 

EdgeTech 4125 Server GUI 
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connecting the SonarWiz PC to the Eject firmware and verify that the COM 

port selected is the actual COM port used by the VCP driver.  

 

 

You may verify the port used by the VCP driver by looking under the Device 

Manager settings as highlighted in the image above. Once connected, the 

button label changes from “Connect” to “Disconnect”. 

2.9.3 Connection Status LED’s 

There are two LED style controls that indicate the connections state of the 

interface software to both the EdgeTech firmware and the SonarWiz client 

software. A green color indicates the connection is active. Red indicates that 

there is no connection. 

2.9.4 Sonar Control 

Range Selection 

 

 Windows Device Manager 
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 This drop list sets the sonar range in meters. Note that the ranges 

available at the high frequency setting are shorter in duration than the 

lower frequency.  

TVG 

 This drop list provides 3 settings for the firmware applied Time Varying 

Gain function. This setting will affect the XTF data recorded by 

SonarWiz as it is applied down in the hardware. For more information 

about the firmware TVG please see the EdgeTech 4125 User Guide. 

Gain 

 This drop list sets the analog receiver gain settings to one of 4 

different options. This setting will affect the XTF data recorded by 

SonarWiz as it is applied in the hardware. For more information about 

the firmware analog please see the EdgeTech 4125 User Guide PDF. 

Pulse Length 

 User selectable from 5 to 100 μSec in 5 μSec steps. 

 Hint: After you have selected the desired range select the lowest 

Pulse Length that still allows the sonar to illuminate the entire range. 

Transmit Frequency 

 These radio buttons select the transmitted sonar pulse frequency. 

Depending on which particular 4125 sonar transducers are fitted the 

user may select two of the following frequencies, (one at a time): 100 

kHz, 400 kHz, 900 kHz or 1250 kHz option. To change the frequency 

during normal operation, you must first disconnect from the sonar, 

reset the desired transmit frequency and then reconnect again.  

Test Mode 

 See the EdgeTech 4125 User Guide. 

2.9.5 System Menu Controls 

The system menu shown below offers options to keep the interface program 

on top of all other windows as well as standard Windows menu options. Note 

that only the Quit button on the interface program will actually terminate the 

software. This feature is to prevent accidentally closing the software. 
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The Reset Stats menu selection is used for internal Chesapeake diagnostics 

only and has no effect on the sonar interface. 

The About box menu selection is useful for reading the version number of 

the interface software and the date that it was last built. The Advanced 

Settings dialog is described below. 

2.9.6 Advanced Settings 

The Advanced Settings dialog includes control settings that specify the level 

of diagnostic information recorded by the interface. A value of zero will only 

record error messages while a value of 9 will report all diagnostic messages. 

Typically, these messages are sent to a log file. In a diagnostic situation, a 

Chesapeake support engineer may also ask you to run the SWizMon 

diagnostic monitoring application where messages may be viewed in real-

time. The TCP/IP Base Port is where the real-time diagnostic messages are 

sent and viewed by the SWizMon software. Please do not change the 

TCP/IP Base Port address unless instructed to do so by a Chesapeake 

support engineer. 

 

EdgeTech Menu Settings 
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Advanced Settings 
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2.10 EdgeTech 4125/4200 Network Server 

The EdgeTech 4125/4200 Network Server can be used to control the 

4125/4200 sonar or can be run in Master or Slave mode. 

Regardless of the mode chosen, EdgeTech “Discover” MUST be 

running on the EdgeTech PC. 

 Master Controller: The Server can change Operating Modes, 

Ranges, Channels and Transmit Power through EdgeTech's Discover 

software 

 Slave Mode: EdgeTech's “Discover” software is in control of 

Operating Modes, Ranges, Channels and Transmit Power (NOTE: As 

of SonarWiz 6.01.0015 release June, 2015, this checkbox will be 

removed soon and should be left OPEN. Slave mode prevents the 

server from transmitting ANY messages to Discover.  Its original idea 

was that we could just be a listener to the Discover data.  The problem 

is that Discover won't even send ANY data unless it first gets a 

command to send some. ) 
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2.10.1 Start-Up Procedure 

 EdgeTech Wireless Connection: If you wish to use 
SonarWiz on a separate PC than the Discover program 
you must directly connect the Sonar Processor to the 
SonarWiz PC via LAN cable – Do not use the wireless 
connection in this case. 
We recommend installing SonarWiz on the Discover PC 
and then you are able to use the wireless connection if 
desired. 

 

 

EdgeTech 4125-4200 Server GUI 
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1. Configure the SonarWiz PC for the 4125/4200 Server in the same 

manner as any other sidescan sonar. See the main SonarWiz User 

Guide Section 4 for details on setting up the SonarWiz PC . 

2. Set-up the 4125/4200 sidescan sonar as prescribed by EdgeTech in 

the DISCOVER User Manual PDF. 

3. If SonarWiz is installed on the same PC as Discover then an Ethernet 

Cross-over cable may be used from the 4200 Top Side Processor 

701-DL, or the 4125 splash-proof Processor. 

4. If SonarWiz is not installed on the same PC as Discover then a 

network hub will need to be employed and connected to the server, 

Discover PC and SonarWiz PC. 

 

 

 

 

4200 Topside Processor 

 

701-DL Processor 
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5. Start SonarWiz on your PC, or on the EdgeTech PC if it is installed 

there. 

6. Start the SonarWiz EdgeTech 4125/4200 server. 

7. To run the 4125/4200 Server as the Master controller ensure the 

Slave Mode check-box is not checked.  (NOTE: As of 6/2015, advice 

is to ALWAYS leave this check-box open).  

8. 4125/4200 IP Address: 

a. If SonarWiz is not installed on the Discover PC then this is the 

IP address of the 4200 towfish itself. The factory default for the 

4200 towfish IP address should be 192.9.0.101 

b. Enter 127.0.0.1 if SonarWiz is installed on the Discover PC 

9. The IP Port should always be 1900 unless a custom configuration 

exists on the 4125/4200. So SonarWiz on the same PC can use 

127.0.0.1:1900 typically. 

2.10.2 4200 IP Address / IP Port  

See previous section. 

2.10.3 Connect 

Connects the SonarWiz 4200 Server to the “Discover” software.  

 

Laptop & 4125 Splash-proof Processor 
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2.10.4 Operating Mode  

The following controls detailed in this section are only available when not in 

Slave Mode. 

 High Definition Mode; or 

 High Speed Mode:  

See the EdgeTech manual for full details on each operating mode. 

Within each mode the following settings may be applied: 

On/OFF 

 Turns the channel On or Off 

Range 

 Selects the range for the channel 

TX Power 

 A relative slider bar for transmit power 

2.10.5 Slave Mode 

Checked if Discover software is being used to control Operating Modes, 

Ranges, Channels and Transmit Power  

2.10.6 Sound Velocity (m/s) 

If known, the sound velocity of the water should be entered herein order to 

increase the accuracy of the range solutions. 

2.10.7 Status Lights 

Displays green “lights” when Server Control is established, data are being 

received and SonarWiz is connected to the server. 

2.10.8 Ping/Channel Amplitude  

Displays the minimum average and maximum amplitude values for each 

channel. 
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2.10.9 Time Varying Gain (TVG) 

Controls TVG or data displayed and recorded in SonarWiz.  

2.10.10 Logging 

Informs user as to data logging state i.e. On or off  

2.10.11 Ping/Channel Info 

Displays the relevant information associated with the current ping. These 

data are a quick indicator of sonar status and would normally be used if 

troubleshooting were required. 

2.10.12 Diagnostics 

Used for troubleshooting when consulting with an EdgeTech engineer. 

2.10.13 Configure Serial Devices 

The Configure Serial Devices...button opens the dialog  the figure below is 

used to specify what serial ports on the EdgeTech topside unit are connected 

to a magnetometer and/or velocimeter, if fitted.  

 

 

 Attached Serial Devices 
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2.10.14 Quit  

Terminate the SonarWiz 4200 server. 

2.10.15 System Menu Controls 

The system menu shown below offers options to keep the interface program 

on top of all other windows as well as standard Windows menu options.  

 

The Reset Stats menu selection is used for internal Chesapeake diagnostics 

only and has no effect on the sonar interface. 

The About box menu selection is useful for reading the version number of the 

interface software and the date that it was last built. 

The Advanced Settings dialog is described below. 

2.10.16 Advanced Settings 

The Advanced Settings dialog includes control settings that specify the 

level of diagnostic information recorded by the interface. A value of zero will 

only record error messages while a value of 9 will report all diagnostic 

messages. 

Typically, these messages are sent to a log file. In a diagnostic situation, a 

Chesapeake support engineer may also ask you to run the SWizMon 

diagnostic monitoring application where messages may be viewed in real-

time. The TCP/IP Base Port is where the real-time diagnostic messages are 

sent and viewed by the SWizMon software. Please do not change the 

 

 EdgeTech Server Settings 
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TCP/IP Base Port address unless instructed to do so by a Chesapeake 

support engineer. 

 

 

2.11 EdgeTech 4600-6205 Bathymetry Acquisition Server 

The EdgeTech 4600-6205 Server is used to record sidescan, bathymetry, 

and backscatter data from the Edgetech 4600 (older), or more modern 

Edgetech 6205 sensors. 

Regardless of the mode chosen EdgeTech “Discover BATHY” MUST be 

running on the EdgeTech PC. 

 Master Controller: The Server can change Operating Modes, 

Ranges, Channels and Transmit Power through EdgeTech's Discover 

software 

 Slave Mode: EdgeTech's “Discover” software is in control of 

Operating Modes, Ranges, Channels and Transmit Power  

NOTE: We do not recommend running SonarWiz and Discover on the same 

PC--there seems to be too much load for both applications to be running and 

logging at the same time so for the best results use two laptops--one for 

SonarWiz and one for Discover. 

 

Advanced Settings 
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2.11.1 Start-Up Procedure 

 EdgeTech Wireless Connection: If you wish to use 
SonarWiz on a separate PC than the Discover program 
you must directly connect the Sonar Processor to the 
SonarWiz PC via LAN cable – Do not use the wireless 
connection in this case. 
We recommend installing SonarWiz on the Discover PC 
and then you are able to use the wireless connection if 
desired. 

 

1. Configure the SonarWiz PC for the 4600/6205 Server in the same 

manner as any other sidescan sonar. See User Guide Section 4 on 

Data Acquisition,  for details on setting up the SonarWiz PC  

2. Configure the VESSEL EDITOR definition of the sensors – swath 

sensor, MRU, and GPS at a minimum. We recommend that you save 

the vessel editor definition by using EXPORT from the Configure 

Project dialog, and save the vessel XML definition in the VESSELS 

sub-folder of your project.  

 

EdgeTech 4600-6205 Server GUI 
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3. Set-up the 4600/6205 sonar as prescribed by EdgeTech in the 

DISCOVER BATHY User Manual PDF. 

4. Start SonarWiz on your PC, or on the EdgeTech PC if it is installed 

there. 

5. Start the SonarWiz EdgeTech 4600/6205 server.  

6. 4600/6205 IP Address: 

c. If SonarWiz is not installed on the Discover PC then this is the IP 

address of the 4600/6205 towfish itself. The factory default for the 

4600/6205 towfish IP address should be 192.9.0.101 

d. Enter 127.0.0.1 if SonarWiz is installed on the Discover PC 

8. The IP Port should always be 1900 unless a custom configuration 

exists on the 4600/6205. 

2.11.2 4600/6205 IP Address / IP Port  

See previous section. 

2.11.3 Connect 

Connects the SonarWiz 4600/6205 Server to the “Discover” software.  

2.11.4 Bathymetric Control Settings 

The following settings may be adjusted: 

Survey Limits – Minimum Depth 

 Floating-point free-field entry (default 1.0m) 

Survey Limits – Maximum Depth 

 Floating-point free-field entry (default 100m) 

Survey Limits – Maximum Range 

 Floating-point free-field entry (default 100m) 

2.11.5 Record Diagnostic Data 

Check this if an engineering test survey is happening, else leave it 

unchecked.  
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2.11.6 Display Incoming JSF packets 

Similar to recording diagnostic data – check this if you want to see the JSF 

packet data, but typically used only during an engineering test survey. . 

2.11.7 Ping/Channel Amplitude  

Displays the minimum average and maximum amplitude values for each 

channel. 

2.11.8 Time Varying Gain (TVG) 

Controls TVG or data displayed and recorded in SonarWiz.  

2.11.9 Lock 

Locks the state of the TVG filtering. 

2.11.10 Bathy Data Info 

The fields in the lower left show data status as it is coming in, including bathy 

data, attitude (roll, pitch, heading), pressure (depth), position (navigation), 

and altitude, as well as sidescan status.  

 

2.11.11 System Menu Controls 

The system menu shown below offers options to keep the interface program 

on top of all other windows as well as standard Windows menu options.  
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The Reset Stats menu selection is used for internal Chesapeake diagnostics 

only and has no effect on the sonar interface. 

The About box menu selection is useful for reading the version number of the 

interface software and the date that it was last built. 

The Advanced Settings dialog is described below. 

2.11.12 Advanced Settings 

The Advanced Settings dialog includes control settings that specify the 

level of diagnostic information recorded by the interface. A value of zero will 

only record error messages while a value of 9 will report all diagnostic 

messages. 

Typically, these messages are sent to a log file. In a diagnostic situation, a 

Chesapeake support engineer may also ask you to run the SWizMon 

diagnostic monitoring application where messages may be viewed in real-

time. The TCP/IP Base Port is where the real-time diagnostic messages are 

sent and viewed by the SWizMon software. Please do not change the 

TCP/IP Base Port address unless instructed to do so by a Chesapeake 

support engineer. 

 

 EdgeTech 4600/6205 System Menu Choices  
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Advanced Settings 
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2.12 Kongsberg-GeoAcoustics Digital Sidescan Server 

 

2.12.1 General 

The GeoAcoustics Digital Sidescan Sonar Server is allows the user to control 

the GeoAcoustics Digital Sidescan Sonar (DSSS) and monitor the 

information being received from the Universal Transceiver via a Local Area 

Network connection. 

 

GeoAcoustics Digital Sidescan Server 
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2.12.2 Preparing the DSSS Deck Unit 

 

GeoUTS 

The GeoUTS (see figure above) is accessed on the GeoAcoustics Deck unit. 

The GeoUTS unit should not need to be altered from its default configuration 

however the Deck Unit IP Address and Port number should be noted in order 

to configure the SonarWiz GeoAcoustics Server.  

GeoAcoustics System Setup Window 

The System Setup (see figure below) window is accessed on the 

GeoAcoustics Deck Unit display.  

The “Processing Unit” drop down box should be set to “SonarWiz”. The 

remainder of the selectable are described in the GeoAcoustics DSS manual. 

 

GeoUTS 
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Connecting the Deck Unit to the SonarWiz PC 

Typically the SonarWiz PC and the DSSS Universal Transceiver (Deck Unit) 

are connected by an RJ45 Ethernet cross-over cable thus eliminating the 

need for a hub or switch. If a hub or switch are used ensure that the cable is 

a “straight-through” cable if using a hub. If using s switch it is not necessary 

to use a “straight-through” cable if the switch is auto-sensing. 

2.12.3 GCF Packet Info 

These windows display the relevant information associated with the current 

ping. These data are a quick indicator of sonar status and would normally be 

used if troubleshooting were required. 

The Attitude and position windows display the ancillary information (Roll, 

Pitch, Heading, Temp, Depth, Latitude and Longitude) if these values are 

sent by the Deck Unit. 

 

GeoAcoustics System Setup Window (on deck unit display) 
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2.12.4 Gain Windows 

The Gain Levels of each channel are displayed with the Frequency, 

Minimum, Average and Maximum detected levels displayed. 

The Gain Levels on each transducer may be set via the drop down menus in 

order to optimize the imagery. Increasing the gain increases the overall 

brightness of the imagery and decreasing the gain decreases the overall 

brightness of the imagery. 

 

 

Incorrect gain levels resulting in imagery that has little 
contrast due to the overall brightness being either too high 
or too low, cannot be fixed in post-processing. 

2.12.5 Connection Settings 

My IP Address: This is the network address of the PC where SonarWiz is 

running. The loopback IP address of 127.0.0.1 should suffice but the PC's 

actual IP address may be entered here. 

Connect: Left-clicking this button instructs the server to attempt to connect to 

the sonar using the network settings in this section 

Deck Unit IP: This is the IP address of the DSSS Deck Unit. This is 

displayed in the GeoUTS window 

TCP/IP Port: The IP port used for Ethernet communications. This is 

displayed in the GeoUTS window 

LED Indicators: There are two LED style controls that indicate the 

connections state of the interface software to both the GeoAcoustics Deck 

Unit and the SonarWiz client software. A green color indicates the connection 

is active. Red indicates that there is no connection.  

2.12.6 Controls 

Record Length (m): User selectable range of the sonar record from 20m to 

maximum range. 

Base Gain: User defined overall gain level for all channels independent of 

the per-channel gain setting  
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Sampling Freq (kHz): User selectable sampling rate of the sonar from 50 

kHz to 2kHz. 

Sound Velocity (m/s): If known, the actual sound velocity of the water it 

should be entered here. An accurate sound velocity ensures accurate slant 

range measurements. If the actual sound velocity is not known then a known 

historical or average value should be entered. Failing these two primary 

methods the sound velocity should be left at the default 1500 m/s. 

TVG Mode: User may choose Off or Auto TVG modes  

Send GCF Navigation: Instructs the Deck Unit to include navigation 

information (position) of the sonar if it is available. This would be used if the 

only source of sonar position was being fed into the Deck Unit. 

Logging Status: Displays the current state of logging 

2.12.7 Quit  

Terminate the SonarWiz GeoAcoustics Digital Sonar server. 

2.12.8 System Menu 

The system menu shown below offers options to keep the interface program 

on top of all other windows as well as standard Windows menu options.  

 

The Reset Stats menu selection is used for internal Chesapeake diagnostics 

only and has no effect on the sonar interface. 

 

 GeoAcoustics Server Settings 
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The About box menu selection is useful for reading the version number of the 

interface software and the date that it was last built. 

The Advanced Settings dialog is described below. 

2.12.9 Advanced Settings 

The Advanced Settings dialog includes control settings that specify the 

level of diagnostic information recorded by the interface. A value of zero will 

only record error messages while a value of 9 will report all diagnostic 

messages. 

Typically, these messages are sent to a log file. In a diagnostic situation, a 

Chesapeake support engineer may also ask you to run the SWizMon 

diagnostic monitoring application where messages may be viewed in real-

time. The TCP/IP Base Port is where the real-time diagnostic messages are 

sent and viewed by the SWizMon software. Please do not change the 

TCP/IP Base Port address unless instructed to do so by a Chesapeake 

support engineer. 

 

 

 

 

 Advanced Settings 
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2.13 Kongsberg-GeoAcoustics Digital Chirp Sub-bottom 

Server  

 

2.13.1 General 

The GeoAcoustics Digital Chirp Sub-bottom Server is allows the user to 

control the GeoAcoustics Digital Chirp Sub-bottom and monitor the 

information being received from the Universal Transceiver via a Local Area 

Network connection. 

 

GeoAcoustic Digital Chirp Sub-bottom Server GUI 
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2.13.2 Preparing the SBP Deck Unit 

 

 

GeoUTS 

The GeoUTS (see figure above) is accessed on the GeoAcoustics Deck unit. 

The GeoUTS unit should not need to be altered from its default configuration 

however the Deck Unit IP Address and Port number should be noted in order 

to configure the SonarWiz GeoAcoustics Server.  

GeoAcoustics System Setup Window 

The System Setup (see figure below) window is accessed on the 

GeoAcoustics Deck Unit display.  

The “Processing Unit” drop down box should be set to “SonarWiz”. The 

remainder of the selectable choices are described in the GeoAcoustics DSS 

manual. 

 

GeoUTS 
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Connecting the Deck Unit to the SonarWiz PC 

Typically the SonarWiz PC and the SBP Universal Transceiver (Deck Unit) 

are connected by an RJ45 Ethernet cross-over cable thus eliminating the 

need for a hub or switch. If a hub or switch are used ensure that the cable is 

a “straight-through” cable if using a hub. If using s switch it is not necessary 

to use a “straight-through” cable if the switch is auto-sensing. 

2.13.3 Ping Windows 

Status windows indicating values of the current ping including: 

 Ping: Ping number 

 Range: Range of record in meters 

 Time Period: Range of Record in milliseconds 

 Samples: Number of samples 

 Altitude: Transducer altitude above sea floor 

 

GeoAcoustics System Setup Window (on deck unit display) 
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2.13.4 Controls  

Trigger Interval (ms): User selectable time period corresponding to 

frequency time between pings. 

Tx Power: User defined overall power level for Transmitter. 

Record Length (ms): Time period corresponding to the maximum record 

length (range).  

Delay (ms): User defined delay applied to the SBP receive window 

Sampling Freq (kHz): User selectable sampling rate of the sonar from 50 

kHz to 2kHz 

TVG Mode: User may choose Off or Auto TVG modes  

Send GCF Navigation: Instructs the Deck Unit to include navigation 

information (position) of the sonar if it is available. This would be used if the 

only source of sonar position was being fed into the Deck Unit. 

More Settings: This opens the Advanced Settings dialog: 
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2.13.5 Waveform 

The waveforms are downloaded from the deck unit at connection time. 

2.13.6 Gain Levels and Settings 

The Frequency, Minimum, Average, and Maximum return levels are 

displayed for Hydrophone and Transducer channels if enabled by the 

corresponding check boxes. 

Gain: Each channel's gain may be set via the drop down menus in order to 

optimize the imagery. Increasing the gain increases the overall brightness of 

the imagery and decreasing the gain decreases the overall brightness of the 

imagery. 

 

Incorrect gain levels resulting in imagery that has little 
contrast due to the overall brightness being either too high 
or too low, cannot be fixed in post-processing.  

2.13.7 Hydrophone and Transducer TVG 

Refer to the GeoAcoustics documentation for an explanation of these 

settings.  

2.13.8 Connection Settings 

My IP Address: This is the network address of the PC where SonarWiz is 

running. The loopback IP address of 127.0.0.1 should suffice but the PC's 

actual IP address may be entered here. 

Deck Unit IP: This is the IP address of the SBP Deck Unit. This is displayed 

in the GeoUTS window. 

TCP/IP Port: The IP port used for Ethernet communications. This is 

displayed in the GeoUTS window. 

Connect: Left-clicking this button instructs the server to attempt to connect to 

the sonar using the network settings in this section. 

Quit: Left-clicking this button shuts down the server. 
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Log Diagnostic Data: Use for troubleshooting purposes in consultation with 

a GeoAcoustics Engineer. 

LED Indicators: There are two LED style controls that indicate the 

connections state of the interface software to both the GeoAcoustics Deck 

Unit and the SonarWiz client software. A green color indicates the connection 

is active. Red indicates that there is no connection.  

2.13.9 Hydrophone TVG 

2.13.10 Transducer TVG  

2.13.11 GCF Packet Info 

These windows display the relevant information associated with the current 

ping. These data are a quick indicator of sonar status and would normally be 

used if troubleshooting were required. 

2.13.12 System Menu 

The system menu shown below offers options to keep the interface program 

on top of all other windows as well as standard Windows menu options.  

 

The Reset Stats menu selection is used for internal Chesapeake diagnostics 

only and has no effect on the sonar interface. 

The About box menu selection is useful for reading the version number of the 

interface software and the date that it was last built. 

 

GeoAcoustics Server Settings 
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The Advanced Settings dialog is described below. 

2.13.13 Advanced Settings 

The Advanced Settings dialog includes control settings that specify the level 

of diagnostic information recorded by the interface. A value of zero will only 

record error messages while a value of 9 will report all diagnostic messages. 

Typically, these messages are sent to a log file. In a diagnostic situation, a 

Chesapeake support engineer may also ask you to run the SWizMon 

diagnostic monitoring application where messages may be viewed in real-

time. The TCP/IP Base Port is where the real-time diagnostic messages are 

sent and viewed by the SWizMon software. Please do not change the 

TCP/IP Base Port address unless instructed to do so by a Chesapeake 

support engineer. 

 

 

  

 

Advanced Settings 
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2.14 Kongsberg PulSAR Sidescan Server 

For set-up and operation, click on the HELP button to access the PulsarServer.PDF 

document.: 
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2.15 HMS-6X4 Sidescan Server (Falmouth Scientific) 

This server supports real-time data acquisition from the Falmouth Scientific HMS-624 

(and similar in series) sidescan towfish. The GUI looks like this: 

 

Click on the HELP button to open the companion set-up and operational tips PDF.  

This server comes with a pre-amplifier control GUI which will start at the same time as 

the server: 
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2.16 HUGIN Server (beta test) 

The Hugin AUV Sonar Interface provides the real-time data interface 

services for working with the real-time telemetry data from the Hugin OS. 

This server listens on 3 UDP Ethernet ports for: 

(1)  navigation and attitude data, 

(2)  sidescan sonar data and ( Edgetech 4200) 

(3)  sub-bottom profiler data, (Edgetech3XXX FSSB) 

 which are all packetized and broadcast by the Hugin OS applications. This 

interface has no AUV control functions, rather it is simply a listening 

application that can integrate the navigation and attitude data together with 

the sidescan and sub-bottom data and transmit this merged data to the 

SonarWiz real-time client for display, processing and recording. 
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This is a beta-test only server. Please contact Chesapeake to try it out! 

2.16.1 UDP Port Addresses 

The UDP port addresses must match the UDP addresses set up in the Hugin 

OS. The Hugin OS application configures the IP address and the UDP ports 

under the Preferences->IO Configuration dialog shown below. This port will 

be used to read the navigation and attitude information of the AUV. 

 

HUGIN AUV Server GUI 
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The SSS and SBP UDP ports are configured via the Hugin OS application 

ET Commander. Using the Export button brings up the dialog below where 

both the IP address and the UDP port number may be configured. The ET 

Commander program is shown below. 

2.16.2 Connect/Disconnect Check boxes 

The check boxes next to the UDP port numbers control which ports will be 

opened for processing. By default, all 3 ports SSS, SBP and NAV are open. 

 

HUGIN OS Application 
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2.16.3 Connection Status LED’s 

There are two LED style controls that indicate the connections state of the 

interface software to both the SonarWiz SSS and SBP client connections. A 

green color indicates the connection is active. Red indicates that there is no 

connection. 

2.16.4 System Menu Controls 

The system menu shown below offers options to keep the interface program 

on top of all other windows as well as standard Windows menu options.  

 

 EdgeTech ET Commander 
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The Reset Stats menu selection is used for internal Chesapeake diagnostics 

only and has no effect on the sonar interface. 

The About box menu selection is useful for reading the version number of the 

interface software and the date that it was last built. 

The Advanced Settings dialog is described below. 

2.16.5 Advanced Settings 

The Advanced Settings dialog includes control settings that specify the 

level of diagnostic information recorded by the interface. A value of zero will 

only record error messages while a value of 9 will report all diagnostic 

messages. 

Typically, these messages are sent to a log file. In a diagnostic situation, a 

Chesapeake support engineer may also ask you to run the SWizMon 

diagnostic monitoring application where messages may be viewed in real-

time. The TCP/IP Base Port is where the real-time diagnostic messages are 

sent and viewed by the SWizMon software. Please do not change the 

TCP/IP Base Port address unless instructed to do so by a Chesapeake 

support engineer. 

 

HUGIN Menu Settings 
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2.17 Klein 3000+ Server 

 The Klein 3000 sonar (+SBP) can be controlled entirely by 
the SonarWiz K3000 server; however, the Klein TPU must 
be connected, and must be initialized prior to connecting, 
to the SonarWiz K3000 server. See your L3-Klein “Series 
3000 Sonar Manual” for complete instructions on 
configuring the controlling PC. 

 

Advanced Settings 
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2.17.1 Sonar Configuration 

Sonar Range 

 This drop-down list allows the user to set the sonar range in meters. 

The choices are 25m, 37m, 50m, 75m, 100m, 150m, 200m, 250m, 

300m, 400m, 500m, 600m, 750m, 800m or 1000m. 

Dual Frequency Sidescan 

 Turns on the High Frequency (445 Khz) and Low Frequency (138 

KHz) channels of the sonar. 

LF Sidescan and Sub-bottom 

 

Klein 3000 Server 
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Turns on the Low Frequency (138 KHz) channels of the sonar as well as the 

sub-bottom profiler. 

HF Sidescan and Sub-bottom 

Turns on the High Frequency (445 KHz) channels of the sonar as well as the 

sub-bottom profiler. 

2.17.2 TPU IP Address 

The default factory IP address of the Klein TPU is 192.168.0.81. This 

address may be reset (via TPU firmware configuration – see Klein Operator 

Manual) and if so the IP address should be set above to match the one set in 

the Klein TPU. The IP address of SonarWiz PC must have the same 

numbers in the first three fields and the last field must be between 2 and 255 

but not the same as the TPU.  

For the factory default address of 192.168.0.81 the SonarWiz PC can be set 

to any value from 192.168.0.2 to 192.168.0.255 (but not 192.168.0.81) to 

communicate with the Klein TPU software. 

2.17.3 Connect/Disconnect Button 

The Connect button starts the communication between the interface 

SonarWiz software and the Klein 3000 TPU. A valid connection is indicated 

by the Klein 3000 LED changing from red to green. If the Klein 3000 LED 

stays red, check the Ethernet cable connecting the SonarWiz PC to the Klein 

firmware. Once connected, the button label changes from “Connect” to 

“Disconnect”. 

2.17.4 Connection Modes 

Connect in Slave Mode: If another program, such as L3-Klein's SonarPro or 

another instance of SonarWiz is controlling the TPU then the K3000 server 

must be in Slave Mode. In this mode the server has no control over TPU 

functions such as range scales, or standby mode but is simply “listening” to 

what is being broadcast over the network.  

Use TPU Navigation (towfish position) option can be selected if: 

1. SonarWiz is in slave mode and L3-Klein SonarPro is feeding lever-

arm and layback information (cable out) to the TPU; or 
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2. A navigation program is feeding a corrected (towfish) position to the 

TPU; or 

3. SonarWiz has no navigation or cable-out configured but logs are being 

maintained in order to correct in pot-processing 

Put TPU in Standby Mode: When in Master Mode, enabling this function 

stops the sonar from pinging.  

2.17.5 More Settings 

 

TCP/IP Base Port: See Advanced Settings for any previous server.  

Log File Threshold: See Advanced Settings for any previous server 

UDP Message Threshold: See Settings for any previous server 

  

Advanced Klein 3000 Settings 
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Send Towfish Depth: Allows the user to configure a COM port to transmit 

the TPU derived towfish depth. This function is normally used for USBL 

equipment requiring the depth of the remote device transmitting a responder. 

Responder Controls: These controls are used for Klein sonars that have the 

Klein Factory installed responder integrated into the towfish  

Responder Frequency: Select the frequency to transmit from the towfish 

Responder Ping Rate Divisor: select the ping rate of the responder based 

on the ping rate of the towfish. Towfish ping rates are range-based and are 

approximately: 

Range Ping Rate (Hz) 

25 m 30 

37m 20 

50m 15 

75m 10 

100m 7.5 

150m 5 

200m 3.75 

250m 3 

300m 2.5 

400m 1.875 

500m 1.5 

600m 1.25 

750m 1 

800m 0.9375 

1000m 0.75 

 

Cable Length Compensation: Allows for signal compensation based on 

total cable length between the TPU and the towfish 

Low frequency hardware: Gain setting of 0dB (default), +3dB, +6dB, or 

+9dB 

High frequency hardware: Gain setting of 0dB (default), +3dB, +6dB, or 

+9dB 
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Pressure Transducer: Type of pressure transducer installed on the towfish. 

See your Klein specifications for the installed transducer. Choices are 100m, 

300m, 1500m, 3000m depth range supported.  

2.17.6 Sound Velocity 

The sound velocity value (speed of sound in water) is used by the TPU in the 

range equation (distance = speed of sound * time of travel) to calculate the 

slant range of the returning acoustic pulse. 

This value is 1500 m/s by default, but should be corrected if the local speed 

of sound is known, for the best possible results.  

2.17.7 Apply Gains  

The gain of the sonar signals for both the low, high and SBP frequencies 

should be adjusted to a value such that the Real Time displays should 

require a minimum amount of overall intensity adjustment. 

2.17.8 SBP TX Waveform 

The user may select from a drop down list of the available waveforms (2.5ms 

or 5.0ms chirp) 

2.17.9 Apply Gain – controls SBP pre-amp gain 

The user may select Low of High Pre-amp gains 

2.17.10 Status Windows 

The Status Windows display sonar information received from the TPU 

including: 

 Ping: Current Ping Number 

 Range: Sonar Range setting 

 Time Period: Time between pings  

o Note: 1/(Time Period) = Ping Rate in Hz 

 Depth: Towfish Depth (from pressure sensor)  

 Samples: Number of range samples in current ping 
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 Altitude: Altitude as determined by the TPU 

 Frequency: Sonar frequency 

 Cable Out: Cable reading from SonarPro when server is in Slave 

mode 

 CFG Word: For internal use only 

 Page Ver: For internal use only 

 LF:HF:SB Samples: The number of samples in each channel of each 

sub system.  

 Chan Flags: For internal use only 

 Minimum: Minimum sampled value in current ping  

 Maximum: Maximum sampled value in current ping 

 Average: Average sampled value in current ping 

o Note: Min/Max/Avg values range from 0 to 4096 if 16 Bit 

recording is selected and from 0 to 256 if 8 Bit recording 

selected 

2.17.11 Connection Status LED’s 

There are two LED style controls that indicate the connections state of the 

interface software to both the Klein firmware and the SonarWiz client 

software. A green color indicates the connection is active. Red indicates that 

there is no connection.  

2.17.12 System Menu Controls 

The system menu shown below offers options to keep the interface program 

on top of all other windows as well as standard Windows menu options. Note 

that only the Quit button on the interface program will actually terminate the 

software. This feature is to prevent accidentally closing the software. 
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Keep on Top: As the name implies, selecting this function will keep this 

window on top of all others even when it is not “in focus” i.e. active. 

The Reset Stats menu selection is used for internal Chesapeake diagnostics 

only and has no effect on the sonar interface. 

The About box menu selection is useful for reading the version number of 

the interface software and the date that it was last built. 

The Advanced Settings dialog is described below. 

2.17.13 Advanced Settings 

The Advanced Settings dialog includes control settings that specify the level 

of diagnostic information recorded by the interface. A value of zero will only 

record error messages while a value of 9 will report all diagnostic messages. 

Typically, these messages are sent to a log file. In a diagnostic situation, a 

Chesapeake support engineer may also ask you to run the SWizMon 

diagnostic monitoring application where messages may be viewed in real-

time. The TCP/IP Base Port is where the real-time diagnostic messages are 

sent and viewed by the SWizMon software. Please do not change the 

TCP/IP Base Port address unless instructed to do so by a Chesapeake 

support engineer. 

 

 Klein 3000 Menu Settings 
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2.18 Klein 3900 Server 

The Klein 3900 Sonar Interface provides the real-time data interface services 

for working with the Klein 3900 sidescan sonar. The interface can be run on 

any Windows 7 or Windows10  system, and provides command, control and 

data to and from the Klein 3900 firmware.  

 The Klein 3900 sonar can be controlled entirely by the 
SonarWiz K3900 server; however, the Klein TPU must be 
connected initialized prior to connecting to the SonarWiz 
K3900 server. See your L3-Klein “Series 3900 Sonar 
Manual” for complete instructions on configuring the 
controlling PC. 

 

Advanced Settings 
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2.18.1 Send Data as... 

The K3900 TPU captures its data using 12-bit values (i.e. 0-4096) rather than 

the standard 8-bit range (0-256). 

Users may choose to: 

 Record the K3900 data using an 8-bit range i.e. decimating the raw 

data range received from the TPU; or 

 Record the K3900 data using the default 12-bit range but in a 16 bit 

word i.e. first 4 bits are not used; or 

 Record the K3900 data using a full 16-bit range i.e. stretching the raw 

data range received from the TPU from 12 to 16 bits. 

 

 Klein 3900 Server 
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For most applications 8-bit recording should suffice however if the user is 

performing intense post-processing analysis, then a 16-bit format should be 

chosen.  

Low Frequency: Switches the sonar to Low Frequency (455 KHz) 

High Frequency: Switches the sonar to High Frequency (900 KHz)  

2.18.2 Gains  

The gain of the sonar signals for both the low and high frequencies should be 

adjusted to a value such that the Real Time waterfall display should require 

a minimum amount of overall intensity adjustment. Selectable values are No 

Gain, 2x, 4x, 8x, 16x, 32x, 64x, and 128x. 

2.18.3 Sonar Range Selection (m) 

This drop list sets the sonar range in meters. The choices are 20m, 30m, 

40m, 50m, 60m, 75m, 100m, 125m 150m, and 200m. 

2.18.4 Pulse Length (µs) 

The available pulse lengths for the sonar are selectable via drop-down list. In 

order to achieve the best possible resolution the user should select lowest 

pulse length that still achieves the selected range. (choices are 16, 25, 32, 

100 usec) 

2.18.5 Sound Velocity 

The sound velocity value (speed of sound in water) is used by the TPU in the 

range equation (distance = speed of sound * time of travel) to calculate the 

slant range of the returning acoustic pulse. 

This value is 1500 m/s by default but should be corrected, if the local speed 

of sound is known, for the best possible results.  

2.18.6 TPU IP Address 

The default factory IP address of the Klein TPU is 192.168.0.81. This 

address may be reset (via TPU firmware configuration – see Klein Operator 

Manual) and if so the IP address should be set above to match the one set in 

the Klein TPU. The IP address of SonarWiz PC must have the same 
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numbers in the first three fields and the last field must be between 2 and 255 

but not the same as the TPU.  

For the factory default address of 192.168.0.81 the SonarWiz PC can be set 

to any value from 192.168.0.2 to 192.168.0.255 (but not 192.168.0.81) to 

communicate with the Klein TPU software. 

2.18.7 Connect/Disconnect Button 

The Connect button starts the communication between the interface 

SonarWiz software and the Klein 3900 TPU. A valid connection is indicated 

by the Klein 3900 LED changing from red to green. If the Klein 3900 LED 

stays red, check the Ethernet cable connecting the SonarWiz PC to the Klein 

firmware. Once connected, the button label changes from “Connect” to 

“Disconnect”. 

2.18.8 Connection Modes 

Connect in Slave Mode: If another program, such as L3-Klein's SonarPro or 

another instance of SonarWiz is controlling the TPU then the K3900 server 

must be in Slave Mode. In this mode the server has no control over TPU 

functions such as range scales, or standby mode but is simply “listening” to 

what is being broadcast over the network.  

Use TPU Navigation (towfish position) option can be selected if: 

1. SonarWiz is in slave mode and L3-Klein SonarPro is feeding lever-

arm and layback information (cable out) to the TPU; or 

2. A navigation program is feeding a corrected (towfish) position to the 

TPU; or 

3. SonarWiz has no navigation or cable-out configured but logs are being 

maintained in order to correct in pot-processing 

Put TPU in Standby Mode: When in Master Mode, enabling this function 

stops the sonar from pinging. 

2.18.9 More Settings dialog 

TCP/IP Base Port: See Advanced Settings on Page 109 

Log File Threshold: See Advanced Settings on Page 109 

UDP Message Threshold: See Advanced Settings on Page 109 
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Send Towfish Depth: Allows the user to configure a COM port to transmit 

the TPU derived towfish depth. This function is normally used for USBL 

equipment requiring the depth of the remote device transmitting a responder. 

Responder Controls: These controls are used for Klein sonars that have the 

Klein Factory installed responder integrated into the towfish  

Responder Frequency: Select the frequency to transmit from the towfish 

Responder Ping Rate Divisor: select the ping rate of the responder based 

on the ping rate of the towfish. Towfish ping rates are range based and are 

approximately: 

Range Ping Rate (Hz) 

20 m 38.8 

30m 25.8 

40m 19.4 

50m 15 

60m 12.9 

75m 10 

100m 7.5 

125m 6.2 

150m 5 

200m 3.75 

Cable Length Compensation: Allows for signal compensation based on 

total cable length between the TPU and the towfish 

Pressure Transducer: Type of pressure transducer installed on the towfish. 

Note that not all Klein sonars have pressure transducer installed. Typically, if 

one is installed, its description will be on a sticker on the top side of the 

towfish toward the after end. 

Minimum/Maximum Pressure Transducer Voltage: Minimum and 

maximum voltages of the pressure transducer installed on the towfish. Note 

that not all Klein sonars have pressure transducer installed. Typically, if one 

is installed, its description plus voltages will be on a sticker on the top side of 

the towfish toward the after end.  
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After setting the voltages it is highly recommended that the 
fish but put just below the surface and then at a known 
depth (i.e. while the vessel is stopped) and depth reading 
compared to the known depths. 

Low /High Frequency TVG Offsets: Some extreme operating environments 

such as very silty or conversely hard rock seafloors have reflectivities that 

require manual tuning of the sonar in order to compensate.  

Adjusting the TVG offsets affects the TVG applied in the Sonar TPU and thus 

affects the recorded data – unlike display TVG. 

 

 

 

Klein 3900 – More Settings dialog 
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2.18.10 Status Windows 

The Status Windows display sonar information received from the TPU 

including: 

 Ping: Current Ping Number 

 Range: Sonar Range setting 

 Time Period: Time between pings  

o Note: 1/(Time Period) = Ping Rate in Hz 

 Depth: Depth of the towfish 

 Samples: Number of range samples in current ping 

 Altitude: Altitude as determined by the TPU 

 Frequency: Sonar frequency 

 CFG Word: For internal use only 

 Page Ver: For internal use only 

 LS:HF Samples: The number of samples in each channel of each sub 

system 

 Chan Flags: For internal use only 

 Minimum: Minimum sampled value in current ping  

 Maximum: Maximum sampled value in current ping 

 Average: Average sampled value in current ping 

o Note: Min/Max/Avg values range from 0 to 4096 if 16 Bit 

recording is selected and from 0 to 256 if 8 Bit recording 

selected 

 Depth: Towfish Depth (from pressure sensor)  

2.18.11 Connection Status LED’s 

There are two LED style controls that indicate the connections state of the 

interface software to both the Klein firmware and the SonarWiz client 

software. A green color indicates the connection is active. Red indicates that 

there is no connection.  
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2.18.12 System Menu Controls 

The system menu shown below offers options to keep the interface program 

on top of all other windows as well as standard Windows menu options. Note 

that only the Quit button on the interface program will actually terminate the 

software. This feature is to prevent accidentally closing the software. 

 

Keep on Top: As the name implies, selecting this function will keep this 

window on top of all others even when it is not “in focus” i.e. active. 

The Reset Stats menu selection is used for internal Chesapeake diagnostics 

only and has no effect on the sonar interface. 

The About box menu selection is useful for reading the version number of 

the interface software and the date that it was last built. 

The Advanced Settings dialog is described below. 

2.18.13 Advanced Settings 

The Advanced Settings dialog includes control settings that specify the level 

of diagnostic information recorded by the interface. A value of zero will only 

record error messages while a value of 9 will report all diagnostic messages. 

Typically, these messages are sent to a log file. In a diagnostic situation, a 

Chesapeake support engineer may also ask you to run the SWizMon 

diagnostic monitoring application where messages may be viewed in real-

time. The TCP/IP Base Port is where the real-time diagnostic messages are 

 

 Klein 3900 Menu Settings 
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sent and viewed by the SWizMon software. Please do not change the 

TCP/IP Base Port address unless instructed to do so by a Chesapeake 

support engineer. 

 

 

2.19 Klein 5000 Server 

The Klein 5K Server provides the real-time data interface services for 

working with the Klein 5000 sonar. The interface can be run on any 

Windows7, or Windows10 system and provides command, control and data 

to and from the Klein 5000 firmware.  

 The Klein 5000 sonar can be controlled entirely by the 
SonarWiz K5000 server; however, the Klein TPU must be 
connected initialized prior to connecting to the SonarWiz 
K5000 server. See your L3-Klein “Series 5000 Sonar 
Manual” for complete instructions on configuring the 
controlling PC. 

 

Advanced Settings 
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2.19.1 Send Data as... 

The K5000 TPU captures its data using 12-bit values (i.e. 0-4096) rather than 

the standard 8-bit range (0-256). 

Users may choose to: 

 Record the K5000 data using an 8-bit range i.e. decimating the raw 

data range received from the TPU; or 

 Record the K5000 data using the default 12-bit range but in a 16 bit 

word i.e. first 4 bits are not used; or 

 Record the K5000 data using a full 16-bit range i.e. stretching the raw 

data range received from the TPU from 12 to 16 bits. 

 

Klein 5000 Server GUI 
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For most applications 8-bit recording should suffice however if the user is 

performing intense post-processing analysis then a 16-bit format should be 

chosen. 

2.19.2 Sonar Range Selection 

This radio button list sets the sonar range in meters. The choices are 50m, 

75m, 100m, 150m, 200m, and 250m.  

2.19.3 TPU IP Address 

The default factory IP address of the Klein TPU is 192.168.0.81. This 

address may be reset (via TPU firmware configuration – see Klein Operator 

Manual) and if so the IP address should be set above to match the one set in 

the Klein TPU.  

 Master Controller: The IP Address of the SonarWiz PC running as 

the master controller must be 192.168.0.82 if the factory default 

address for the sonar of 192.168.0.81 has not been changed. 

 Slave Mode: The IP address of SonarWiz PC must contain the same 

numbers on the first three fields and the last field must be between 2 

and 255 but not the same as the TPU. For the a sonar factory default 

address of 192.168.0.81 the SonarWiz PC can be set to any value 

from 192.168.0.2 to 192.168.0.255 (but not 192.168.0.81) to 

communicate with the Klein TPU software.  

2.19.4 Connect/Disconnect Button 

The Connect button starts the communication between the interface 

SonarWiz software and the Klein 5000 TPU. A valid connection is indicated 

by the Klein 5000 LED changing from red to green. If the Klein 5000 LED 

stays red, check the Ethernet cable connecting the SonarWiz PC to the Klein 

firmware. Once connected, the button label changes from “Connect” to 

“Disconnect”. 

2.19.5 Connection Modes 

Connect in Slave Mode: If another program, such as L3-Klein's SonarPro or 

another instance of SonarWiz is controlling the TPU then the K5000 server 

must be in Slave Mode. In this mode the server has no control over TPU 
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functions such as range scales, or standby mode but is simply “listening” to 

what is being broadcast over the network.  

Put TPU in Standby Mode: When in Master Mode, enabling this function 

stops the sonar from pinging. 

2.19.6 More Settings dialog 

 

 

TCP/IP Base Port: See Advanced Settings of any previous server 

Log File Threshold: See Advanced Settings of any previous server 

UDP Message Threshold: See Advanced Settings of any previous server 

Responder Controls: These controls are used for Klein sonars that have the 

Klein Factory installed responder integrated into the towfish  

Responder Frequency: Select the frequency to transmit from the towfish 

 

More (Advanced) Klein 5000 Settings 
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Responder Ping Rate Divisor: select the ping rate of the responder based 

on the ping rate of the towfish. Towfish ping rates are range based and are 

approximately: 

Range Ping Rate (Hz) 

50 m 15 

75m 10 

100m 7.5 

150m 5 

 200m 3.75 

 250m 3   

 

Cable Length Compensation: Allows for signal compensation based on 

total cable length between the TPU and the towfish 

Pressure Transducer:  

Depth Rating: Type of pressure transducer installed on the towfish. See 

your Klein specifications for the installed transducer. 

Offset Observed Depth (m): To be used for a known fixed offset reading 

error in the pressure transducer. 

Voltage Range for Pressure Transducer: Klein pressure transducers may 

operate 0 to 5 volts or 1 to 5 volts depending on which particular sensor is 

installed. The type of transducer installed on your particular sonar should be 

verified with L3-Klein. As a general rule, pressure transducers included with 

Klein sonars prior to 2008 had a voltage range from 0 to 5 volts. 

Monitor TPU Navigation...: If the TPU navigation ceases to be transmitted, 

SonarWiz may be instructed to stop after a specified number of seconds 

without valid navigation from the TPU. 

2.19.7 Along Track Resolution 

Normal: Normal along track resolution is 20cm and is used for tow speeds 

exceeding 10 knots. 

High: High along track resolution is 10cm and normally is used for tow 

speeds less than 10 knots. 
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2.19.8 Pulse Length (µs) 

The available pulse lengths for the sonar are selectable via radio button. In 

order to achieve the best possible resolution the user should select lowest 

pulse length that still achieves the selected range. 

2.19.9 Sound Velocity 

The sound velocity value (speed of sound in water) is used by the TPU in the 

range equation (distance = speed of sound * time of travel) to calculate both 

the slant range of the returning acoustic pulse and the altitude of the sonar 

using the built-in altimeter. 

This value is 1500 m/s by default but should be corrected, if the local speed 

of sound is known, for the best possible results. 

2.19.10 Apply Gains  

The gain of the sonar signal should be adjusted to a value such that the Real 

Time waterfall display should require a minimum amount of overall intensity 

adjustment. 

2.19.11 Status Windows 

The Status Windows display sonar information received from the TPU 

including: 

 Ping: Current Ping Number 

 Range: Sonar Range setting 

 Time Period: Time between pings  

o Note 1/(Time Period) = Ping Rate in Hz 

 Samples: Number of range samples in current ping 

 Altitude: Altitude as determined by the TPU 

 Frequency: Sonar frequency 

 Minimum: Minimum sampled value in current ping  

 Maximum: Maximum sampled value in current ping 

 Average: Average sampled value in current ping 
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o Note: Min/Max/Avg values range from 0 to 4096 if 16 Bit 

recording is selected and from 0 to 256 if 8 Bit recording 

selected 

 Roll: Towfish roll 

 Pitch: Towfish pitch 

 Heading: Towfish heading (compass) 

 Speed: Towfish speed (from GPS feed into TPU) 

 S Depth: Towfish Depth (from pressure sensor) 

2.19.12 Use TPU Navigation  

The Use TPU Navigation (towfish position) option can be selected if: 

1. SonarWiz is in slave mode and L3-Klein SonarPro is feeding lever-

arm and layback information (cable out) to the TPU; or 

2. A navigation program is feeding a corrected (towfish) position to the 

TPU; or 

3. SonarWiz has no navigation or cable-out configured but logs are 

being maintained in order to correct in pot-processing 

2.19.13 Connection Status LED’s 

There are two LED style controls that indicate the connections state of the 

interface software to both the Klein firmware and the SonarWiz client 

software. A green color indicates the connection is active. Red indicates that 

there is no connection. 

2.19.14 System Menu Controls 

The system menu shown below offers options to keep the interface program 

on top of all other windows as well as standard Windows menu options. Note 

that only the Quit button on the interface program will actually terminate the 

software. This feature is to prevent accidentally closing the software. 
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The Reset Stats menu selection is used for internal Chesapeake diagnostics 

only and has no effect on the sonar interface. 

The About box menu selection is useful for reading the version number of 

the interface software and the date that it was last built. 

The Advanced Settings dialog is described below. 

2.19.15 Advanced Settings 

The Advanced Settings dialog includes control settings that specify the level 

of diagnostic information recorded by the interface. A value of zero will only 

record error messages while a value of 9 will report all diagnostic messages. 

Typically, these messages are sent to a log file. In a diagnostic situation, a 

Chesapeake support engineer may also ask you to run the SWizMon 

diagnostic monitoring application where messages may be viewed in real-

time. The TCP/IP Base Port is where the real-time diagnostic messages are 

sent and viewed by the SWizMon software. Please do not change the 

TCP/IP Base Port address unless instructed to do so by a Chesapeake 

support engineer. 

 

Klein 5000 Menu Settings 
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2.20 Klein 5900 Sidescan / Bathymetry Server 

 

 

 Advanced Settings 
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2.21 Klein Deep Sled UUV3500 Server 
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2.22 Knudsen SBP Server 

 

 

2.22.1 General 

The SonarWiz Knudsen SBP  server is used to control all Knudsen Sounder 

1600 series and Chirp 3200 series Echosounders requiring only the Knudsen 

EchoControl Server (see figure above) running in the background (available 

from Knudsen Engineering Ltd). 

 

Knudsen SBP Server 
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2.22.2 Knudsen IP Address and Port 

This is the IP Address of the computer running the EchoControl Program. If it 

is being run on the same PC as SonarWiz then the 127.0.0.1 may be used. 

2.22.3 Connect / Disconnect Button 

Connects / Disconnects to the EchoControl Program 

2.22.4 Status LEDs 

.Displays green “lights” when connected to the EchoControl Program and 

SonarWiz.  

 

Knudsen EchoControl Program 
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2.22.5 Quit 

Terminates the Server interface. 

2.22.6 SBP Channel Control – SBP ch1 and SBP ch2 

The two tabs are used to control each SBP channel with each tab having 

identical functions as the other. See your Knudsen SBP manual for a 

description of each function. 

2.22.7 Sync 

NOT USED. 

2.22.8 Transmit Off/On 

Turns off /on the transmitter. 

2.22.9 System 

Displays system status information including: 

 X Coordinate 

 Y Coordinate  

 Ping: The current ping number 

 Samples: Number of range samples in current ping 

 Channels: Active channels 

 Roll 

 Pitch 

 Heading 

 Heave 

2.22.10 Channel 

 Minimum: Minimum sampled value in current ping  

 Maximum: Maximum sampled value in current ping 
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 Average: Average sampled value in current ping. 

 Range: Sonar Range setting 

 Time Per: Time between pings  

 Note 1/(Time Period) = Ping Rate in Hz 

 Depth: Range of detected bottom 

 Delay (ms): Delay applied to the SSS receive window 

 Delay(m): Equivalent delay in meters converted from ms above. 

2.22.11 Graph 

A simple scope-like trace of the signal received from the EchoControl server.  

2.22.12 Message Box 

Contains ongoing diagnostic messages about packets received and events 

that occur. Normally used only by CTI or Knudsen engineers in 

troubleshooting. 

2.22.13 System Menu 

The system menu of the Knudsen Server (select at top-left icon) offers 

options to keep the interface program on top of all other windows as well as 

standard Windows menu options. Note that only the Quit button on the 

interface program will actually terminate the software. This feature is to 

prevent accidentally closing the software.  

The Reset Stats menu selection is used for internal Chesapeake diagnostics 

only and has no effect on the sonar interface. 

The About box menu selection is useful for reading the version number of 

the interface software and the date that it was last built. 

The Advanced Settings dialog is described in the next section below. 
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2.22.14 Advanced Settings 

The Advanced Settings dialog includes control settings that specify the 

level of diagnostic information recorded by the interface. A value of zero will 

only record error messages while a value of 9 will report all diagnostic 

messages. 

Typically, these messages are sent to a log file. In a diagnostic situation, a 

Chesapeake support engineer may also ask you to run the SWizMon 

diagnostic monitoring application where messages may be viewed in real-

time. The TCP/IP Base Port is where the real-time diagnostic messages are 

sent and viewed by the SWizMon software. Please do not change the 

TCP/IP Base Port address unless instructed to do so by a Chesapeake 

support engineer. 

 

 

 

 Knudsen SBP Server System Menu 

 

Advanced Settings 
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2.23 Marine Sonic Sidescan Server 

 

NOTE: Marine Sonic OMNI server preferred at this time. 

2.24 Marine Sonic HDS Sidescan Server 

 

NOTE: Marine Sonic OMNI server preferred at this time. 
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2.25 Marine Sonic All Interface (Omni) Server 

 

 

2.25.1 General 

The Marine Sonic “All (OMNI) Interface” Server is simply a “bridge” between 

SonarWiz and the the Marine Sonic Sea Scan PC and has no control over 

the Marine Sonic sidescan sonar. Functions such as range, start and stop 

must be initiated from Sea Scan PC.  Initial support for Marine Sonic Sea 

Scan PC, the Marine Sonic HDS, then Marine Sonic AUV, was all eventually 

combined into this “omni” server, with a “Connection” choice drop-menu to 

select the type of system, like this: 

 

Marine Sonic All Interface Server 
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To configure the Sea Scan PC to connect to SonarWiz, refer to the MST 

document “Sea Scan PC Real Time Output Protocol” located on the Marine 

Sonics Downloads page and accessed from the link below: 

http://www.marinesonic.com/products/SSPC/sspc-

documents/seascanpcrealtimeoutputprotocol.pdf 

 

2.25.2 Simulate Mode 

You can actually collect and record some simulated data by using the 

SIMULATOR mode, like this, clicking START then ON for POWER: 

 

The figure above shows data streaming in to the data-acquisition sidescan 

“waterfall” display.  
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2.25.3 Status Windows 

These windows display the relevant information associated with the current 

ping. These data are a quick indicator of sonar status and would normally be 

used if troubleshooting were required. 

The Position status windows are used as an indicator to layback settings 

coming from Sea Scan PC. If the ship and towfish positions are different, 

then layback is being applied by Sea Scan PC prior to data transmission to 

SonarWiz.  

 
If SonarWiz is being used to apply layback then positional 
information for both the ship and towfish should be the 
same in the Marine Sonic Server status windows 
otherwise serious positioning errors may occur. 

2.25.4 LED Indicators 

There are two LED style controls that indicate the connections state of the 

interface software to both the SeaScanPC firmware and the SonarWiz client 

software. A green color indicates the connection is active. Red indicates that 

there is no connection.  

2.25.5 Do NOT Send Sonar Packets 

Instructs Sea Scan PC to cease sending sonar packets when checked. 

2.25.6 Send Sonar Only, Use SonarWiz Navigation 

Instructs Sea Scan PC to send sonar packets without navigation information 

when checked such that SonarWiz may use a separate positioning input to 

calculate the position of both the ship and fish.  

2.25.7 Quit 

Closes the Server Dialog  
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2.25.8 Record Diagnostic Data (Test Only) 

To be used in consultation with Marine Sonic or Chesapeake Engineers 

when troubleshooting. 

2.25.9 System Menu 

The system menu of the Marine Sonic server (select using top-left icon of 

GUI) offers options to keep the interface program on top of all other windows 

as well as standard Windows menu options. Note that only the Quit button 

on the interface program will actually terminate the software. This feature is 

to prevent accidentally closing the software.  

The Reset Stats menu selection is used for internal Chesapeake diagnostics 

only and has no effect on the sonar interface. 

The About box menu selection is useful for reading the version number of 

the interface software and the date that it was last built. 

The Advanced Settings dialog is described in the next section below. 

2.25.10 Advanced Settings 

The Advanced Settings dialog includes control settings that specify the 

level of diagnostic information recorded by the interface. A value of zero will 

only record error messages while a value of 9 will report all diagnostic 

messages. 

Typically, these messages are sent to a log file. In a diagnostic situation, a 

Chesapeake support engineer may also ask you to run the SWizMon 

diagnostic monitoring application where messages may be viewed in real-

time. The TCP/IP Base Port is where the real-time diagnostic messages are 

sent and viewed by the SWizMon software. Please do not change the 

 

MST System Menu 
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TCP/IP Base Port address unless instructed to do so by a Chesapeake 

support engineer. 

 

  

 

Advanced Settings 
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2.26 Multibeam Server 

This supports the NORBIT multi-beam sonar, and a RESON multi-beam, and will be 

extended to support more similar sonar models of this type. Here is the current GUI: 

 

Click on the HELP button to open the set-up and operations tips PDF.  
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2.27 ODOM Echotrac Server 

 

SonarWiz – Odom Echotrac SBP sub-bottom server 

 

The SonarWiz Odom server is a small interface program that listens for UDP 

Ethernet packets from the Odom CVM hardware. The Odom interface 

program forwards these packets in a suitable format to SonarWiz where they 

can be displayed and logged in XTF format and converted to SEG-Y format if 

required. 

The Odom interface program does not control the setting of the CVM. Odom 

has already created a rather sophisticated package for doing the control 

functions. The Odom control program is required to initialize the CVM on 

power up and when any changes to various settings are required. 

2.27.1 Start Up 

1. The start-up procedure for the Odom/SonarWiz system follows: 

2. Launch the Odom Echotrac_CV from the Windows start menu. 
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3. Select the Echotrac CVM from the target unit list as shown below: 

 

4. Press the Select button. 

5. At this point the Odom Echotrac control program should start up as 

shown below: 

 

Echotrac CV 

 

Echotrac Control 
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6. Select the Control->Open Connection menu item  

 

 

 Echotrac CVM GUI 

 

Open Connection Menu 
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7. You will see some progress messages and on my system at least I 

also receive this message box. Press OK to dismiss the message box. 

 

8. At this point the system should be running using the settings it was was operated last. 

To change the record length and offset or delay choose the Chart tab as shown below: 

 

9. The end of scale sets the lower limit of the scale width window. So in 

the example above sensor is looking between 201 and 301 meters. 

The total record length is 100 meters and the deep water delay is set 

at 201 meters. 

10. Now Start SonarWiz and use the File>Configure Sonar Interface to 

Start/Configure the Odom interface as shown below: 

 

Echotrac Version Check 

 

Echotrac CVM Chart Tab 
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2.27.2 UDP Port /Connect 

Ensure that the UDP Port in the server is set to the same UDP Port that the 

Echotrac Interface is using. 

Press the Connect button to start listening for broadcast data from the CVM. 

You should see data appear in the various windows on the Odom interface. 

Minimize the Odom Echotrac Server program. 

2.27.3 LED’s 

 

 

UDP Packets Received: Initially, the LED is colored red until an ODOM 

Echotrac UDP packet is received. Once packets are being received and sent 

to the SonarWiz client the control is green. 

Client Connection: This LED indicates the status of the SonarWiz client with 

the Echotrac server. The control is green when SonarWiz is connected and 

red when it is not connected.  

 

SonarWiz  Odom Echotrac Server GUI 
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2.27.4 Status Windows 

The Status Windows display sonar information received from the Echotrac 

sonar including: 

 Ping: Current Ping Number 

 Range: Sonar Range setting 

 Time Period: Time between pings  

 Note: 1/(Time Period) = Ping Rate in Hz 

 Delay: This is the amount of time that has elapsed since the outgoing 

transmit pulse. It is used to focus the digitizing window near the point 

in the record where the sound actually reaches and penetrates the 

seafloor. The delay is useful in deep water applications to avoid 

digitizing large intervals of the water column. 

 Channels: The number of channels being received from the ODOM 

Echotrac. 

 Samples: Number of range samples in current ping 

 Depth 1: Measured depth for frequency 1 

 Depth 2: Measured depth for frequency 2 

2.27.5 Ping Statistics 

The Ping Statistics display backscatter (amplitude) information received 

from the Odom Echotrac sonar including: 

 Minimum: Minimum sampled value in current ping  

 Maximum: Maximum sampled value in current ping 

 Average: Average sampled value in current ping 

2.27.6 Log Raw Data 

This is a diagnostic function that should only be used when instructed by a 

CTI engineer. The Log Raw Data button causes the server to record all raw 

data Ethernet packets received from the Odom instrument. 
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2.27.7 System Menu 

The system menu of the server (select using top-left icon on GUI) offers 

options to keep the interface program on top of all other windows as well as 

standard Windows menu options. Note that only the Quit button on the 

interface program will actually terminate the software. This feature is to 

prevent accidentally closing the software.  

The Reset Stats menu selection is used for internal Chesapeake diagnostics 

only and has no effect on the sonar interface. 

The About box menu selection is useful for reading the version number of 

the interface software and the date that it was last built. 

The Advanced Settings dialog is described in the next section below. 

 

 

2.27.8 Advanced Settings 

The Advanced Settings dialog includes control settings that specify the 

level of diagnostic information recorded by the interface. A value of zero will 

only record error messages while a value of 9 will report all diagnostic 

messages. 

Typically, these messages are sent to a log file. In a diagnostic situation, a 

Chesapeake support engineer may also ask you to run the SWizMon 

 

SonarWiz Odom SBP Echotrac server - System Menu 
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diagnostic monitoring application where messages may be viewed in real-

time. The TCP/IP Base Port is where the real-time diagnostic messages are 

sent and viewed by the SWizMon software. Please do not change the 

TCP/IP Base Port address unless instructed to do so by a Chesapeake 

support engineer. 

 

 

  

 

 Advanced Settings 
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2.28 Ping 3DSS Bathymetry Acquisition Server 

 

 

Further documentation on use of this server is pending. See the R2Sonic server 

documentation for general time-sync issue and use of an NTP server.  
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2.29  R2Sonic Bathymetry Acquisition Server 

 

 

Applanix POS MV has successfully been used in surveys with this server, and recently 

(March, 2017) IXBLUE protocol was added too, to support a second type of MRU. While 

the Applanix was connected via UDP port, the IXBLUE linked via COM port. Further 

documentation on use of this server is pending.  

A key factor in recording and post-processing the bathymetry is to have the system (PC) 

time synchronized to the GPS and MRU time, so use of a 1PP ZDA message system is 

recommended. 

There are many Network Time Protocol (NTP) synchronization products available. The 

NTP server synchronizes the GPS, MRU and R2Sonic.  Here's one on 

Amazon: http://a.co/ge1UGMe 
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The way this would work is that you would connect the SonarWiz PC and any other 

PC's that you want to stay synchronized to GPS time to this via an Ethernet cable.  You 

then just use the Windows time configuration tools to specify the IP address of your 

NTP server here... 
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2.30 Remote Sidescan File Server 

The Remote Sidescan  XTF File Sonar Interface provides a method for 

monitoring an XTF file recorded by a remote data acquisition system and 

sending the changes to SonarWiz as real-time sonar pings. The original 

purpose of this interface is to allow a user to add a real-time mosaic interface 

to an existing or legacy system.  

 

 

The Remote Sidescan File Server (RFS) should be run on the same PC to 

which the XTF file is being written. This will normally be the computer running 

the legacy sonar data recording application. SonarWiz can be running on any 

PC that is in the same network as the RFS computer. A typical configuration 

is shown above, although the server can easily run on the same PC too. 

The File Folder or Path to Monitor may be either a local drive and folder or a 

remote networked location. Typically, one would use the Windows Explorer 

Tools->Map Network Folder to map a remote resource on the SonarWiz 

system. If you are unsure how to complete the map a network resource, 

please consult your system administrator. 

 

Network configuration for XTF File Server 
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2.30.1 Operational Controls 

 

 

2.30.2 File to Monitor 

The file selection box and Browse button is used to identify the XTF file that 

will be monitored by the RFS. As each ping is written to the XTF file, the RFS 

will send this data via the network to the SonarWiz client application 

2.30.3 LED’s 

Remote File Status: The user interface contains two LED controls that 

indicate the status of the RFS. The Remote File Status is a tri-state control. 

Initially, the control is colored red until a file is selected for monitoring. Once 

a file has been identified and known to exist, then the control will change to 

yellow. The third state of the control is green and is reached when pings are 

identified and sent from the XTF file to the SonarWiz client. 

 

SonarWiz Remote Sidescan File Server GUI 
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SonarWiz Connection: This LED indicates the status of the SonarWiz client 

with the RFS server. The control is green when SonarWiz is connected and 

red when it is not connected.  

2.30.4 Operating Procedure 

1. Start Data Logging on the XTF data acquisition system. 

2. Start the Remote File Server (RFS) on the data logging PC. 

3. In the RFS, select the same XTF file that is being recorded in step 1. 

4. In the RFS, press, the Connect button. 

5. Start SonarWiz on a second PC. 

6. Under the File->Configure Sonar Interface dialog select the Remote 

Servers item labeled Remote File Server. 

7. Once the Remote File Server has been selected, press the Connect 

button and then the OK button. 

8. At this point data should start flowing into the SonarWiz system. 
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2.30.5 System Menu 

The system menu (select using top-left icon on GUI) offers options to keep 

the interface program on top of all other windows as well as standard 

Windows menu options. Note that only the Quit button on the interface 

program will actually terminate the software. This feature is to prevent 

accidentally closing the software.  

 

Selecting the  Remote Sidescan File Server 
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The Reset Stats menu selection is used for internal Chesapeake diagnostics 

only and has no effect on the sonar interface. 

The About box menu selection is useful for reading the version number of 

the interface software and the date that it was last built. 

The Advanced Settings dialog is described in the next section below. 

 

 

2.30.6 Advanced Settings 

The Advanced Settings dialog shown below, includes control settings that 

specify the level of diagnostic information recorded by the interface. A value 

of zero will only record error messages while a value of 9 will report all 

diagnostic messages. 

Typically, these messages are sent to a log file. In a diagnostic situation, a 

Chesapeake support engineer may also ask you to run the SWizMon 

diagnostic monitoring application where messages may be viewed in real-

time. The TCP/IP Base Port is where the real-time diagnostic messages are 

sent and viewed by the SWizMon software. Please do not change the 

TCP/IP Base Port address unless instructed to do so by a Chesapeake 

support engineer. 

 

Remote Sidescan File Server Menu 
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2.31 SonarBeam S-150 Server 

The SonarBeam S-150 USB Sonar Interface (virtually identical to Edgetech 4125 

USB server) provides the real-time data interface services for working with the 

SonarBeam S-150 sidescan sonar. The interface can be run on any Windows7 or 

Windows10 system and provides command, control and data to and from the S-

150 firmware.  

 

Advanced Settings 
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2.31.1 S-150 COM Port  

The S-150 interface uses a virtual COM port driver (VCP) to communicate 

with the USB connector attached to the SonarBeam S-150 device. The 

SonarBeam Discover software is not required for this interface. The Virtual 

COM Port driver must be installed before this SonarWiz server can 

communicate with the S-150 device. Typically, the Virtual Serial Port driver 

will be installed by the SonarWiz installation program. 

2.31.2 Connect/Disconnect Button 

The Connect button starts the communication between the interface 

SonarWiz software and the SonarBeam S-150 sonar. A valid connection is 

indicated by the S-150 Connection Status LED changing from red to green. If 

the SonarBeam S-150 Connection Status LED stays red, check the USB 

 

 SonarBeam S-150 Server GUI 
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cable connecting the SonarWiz PC to the Eject firmware and verify that the 

COM port selected is the actual COM port used by the VCP driver.  

You may verify the port used by the VCP driver by looking under the Device 

Manager settings as highlighted in the image above. Once connected, the 

button label changes from “Connect” to “Disconnect”. 

2.31.3 Connection Status LED’s 

There are two LED style controls that indicate the connections state of the 

interface software to both the SonarBeam firmware and the SonarWiz client 

software. A green color indicates the connection is active. Red indicates that 

there is no connection. 

2.31.4 Sonar Control 

Range Selection 

 This drop list sets the sonar range in meters. Note that the ranges 

available at the high frequency setting are shorter in duration than the 

lower frequency.  

TVG 

 This drop list provides 3 settings for the firmware applied Time Varying 

Gain function. This setting will affect the XTF data recorded by 

SonarWiz as it is applied down in the hardware. For more information 

about the firmware TVG please see the SonarBeam S-150 User 

Guide. 

Gain 

 This drop list sets the analog receiver gain settings to one of 4 

different options. This setting will affect the XTF data recorded by 

SonarWiz as it is applied in the hardware. For more information about 

the firmware analog please see the SonarBeam S-150 User Guide. 

Pulse Length 

 User selectable from 5 to 100 μSec in 5 μSec steps. 

 Hint: After you have selected the desired range select the lowest 

Pulse Length that still allows the the sonar to illuminate the entire 

range. 

Transmit Frequency 
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 These radio buttons select the transmitted sonar pulse frequency. You 

may select either the 400 kHz or 1250 kHz option. To change the 

frequency during normal operation, you must first disconnect from the 

sonar, reset the desired transmit frequency and then reconnect again.  

Test Mode 

 See the SonarBeam S-150 User Guide. 

2.31.5 System Menu Controls 

The system menu shown below offers options to keep the interface program 

on top of all other windows as well as standard Windows menu options. Note 

that only the Quit button on the interface program will actually terminate the 

software. This feature is to prevent accidentally closing the software. 

 

 

The Reset Stats menu selection is used for internal Chesapeake diagnostics 

only and has no effect on the sonar interface. 

The About box menu selection is useful for reading the version number of 

the interface software and the date that it was last built. The Advanced 

Settings dialog is described below. 

 

Sonarbeam S-150 Menu Settings 
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2.31.6 Advanced Settings 

The Advanced Settings dialog includes control settings that specify the level 

of diagnostic information recorded by the interface. A value of zero will only 

record error messages while a value of 9 will report all diagnostic messages. 

Typically, these messages are sent to a log file. In a diagnostic situation, a 

Chesapeake support engineer may also ask you to run the SWizMon 

diagnostic monitoring application where messages may be viewed in real-

time. The TCP/IP Base Port is where the real-time diagnostic messages are 

sent and viewed by the SWizMon software. Please do not change the 

TCP/IP Base Port address unless instructed to do so by a Chesapeake 

support engineer. 

 

 

  

 

Advanced Settings 
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2.32 SingleBeam Server 

This is a new server for SonarWiz 7 … please contact us if you would like to try it, at 

supprot@chesapeaketech.com thanks! 
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2.33 SportScan (Imagenex) Server 

 

2.33.1 General 

The Imagenex SportScan Server is a stand-alone interface that replaces the 

Imagenex sonar interface. 

2.33.2 SportScan Serial Port 

The SportScan interface uses a standard Windows RS-232 COM port driver 

to communicate with the serial port connector attached to the Imagenex 

SportScan device.  

2.33.3 Frequency Selection 

These radio buttons select the transmitted sonar pulse frequency. You may 

choose any single transmit frequency available on your sonar equipment. 

Imagenex builds two models of the SportScan sonar: a single frequency 

model and a dual frequency model. Changing the frequency on a single 

frequency SportScan will have no effect.  

 

Imagenex SportScan Server 
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2.33.4 Range 

This drop list sets the sonar range in meters. Note that the ranges available 

at the high frequency setting are shorter in duration than the lower frequency.  

2.33.5 Sound Velocity 

The sound velocity value (speed of sound in water) is used by the SportScan 

firmware in the range equation (distance = speed of sound * time of travel) to 

calculate the slant range of the returning acoustic pulse. 

This value is 1500 m/s by default but should be corrected, if the local speed 

of sound is known, for the best possible results.  

2.33.6 Gain 

This drop list sets the analog receiver gain settings to one of 40 different 

options. This setting will affect the XTF data recorded by SonarWiz as it is 

applied in the hardware. For more information about the firmware analog 

please see the Imagenex SportScan User Guide.  

2.33.7 Status Windows 

The Status Windows display sonar information received from the SportScan 

firmware including: 

Ping: Current Ping Number 

Range: Sonar Range setting 

Time Period: Time between pings  

Note: 1/(Time Period) = Ping Rate in Hz 

Samples: Number of range samples in current ping 

Altitude: Altitude as determined by the TPU 

Firmware: SportScan firmware version 

2.33.8 LED's 

There are two LED style controls that indicate the connections state of the 

interface software to both the Imagenex firmware and the SonarWiz client 
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software. A green color indicates the connection is active. Red indicates that 

there is no connection.  

2.33.9 Connect / Disconnect Button 

The Connect button starts the communication between the interface 

SonarWiz software and the Imagenex SportScan sonar. A valid connection is 

indicated by the SportScan Status LED changing from red to green. If the 

Imagenex SportScan Status LED stays red, check the serial cable 

connecting the SonarWiz PC to the Imagenex firmware and verify that the 

COM port selected is the actual COM port used. Also, be sure to check that 

the power supply to the SportScan is on and supplying 10 – 16VDC with at 

least 300mA of current. 

The Disconnect Button severs the link between the server and the 

SportScan.  

2.33.10 System Menu 

The system menu (select using top-left icon on the server GUI) offers options 

to keep the interface program on top of all other windows as well as standard 

Windows menu options. Note that only the Quit button on the interface 

program will actually terminate the software. This feature is to prevent 

accidentally closing the software.  

The Reset Stats menu selection is used for internal Chesapeake diagnostics 

only and has no effect on the sonar interface. 

The About box menu selection is useful for reading the version number of 

the interface software and the date that it was last built. 

The Advanced Settings dialog is described in the next section below. 
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2.33.11 Advanced Settings 

The Advanced Settings dialog includes control settings that specify the 

level of diagnostic information recorded by the interface. A value of zero will 

only record error messages while a value of 9 will report all diagnostic 

messages. 

Typically, these messages are sent to a log file. In a diagnostic situation, a 

Chesapeake support engineer may also ask you to run the SWizMon 

diagnostic monitoring application where messages may be viewed in real-

time. The TCP/IP Base Port is where the real-time diagnostic messages are 

sent and viewed by the SWizMon software. Please do not change the 

TCP/IP Base Port address unless instructed to do so by a Chesapeake 

support engineer. 

 

SportScan System Menu 
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2.33.12 Quit 

Terminates the Server interface.  

2.33.13 Diagnostic Mode 

Diagnostic mode records information to a file useful for troubleshooting. This 

mode should only be used when requested by a Chesapeake support 

engineer for troubleshooting purposes 

 

Advanced Settings Dialog 
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2.34 TriTech SeaKing Server (beta test only) 

 

2.34.1 General 

The TriTech SeaKing Server is a bridge between SonarWiz and the TriTech 

sonar. 

2.34.2 USB / Serial Port 

Select the USB/Serial port where the SeaKing sonar is connected to the 

SonarWiz PC. 

2.34.3 Range 

This drop list sets the sonar range in meters.  

 

Figure 2: TriTech SeaKing Server Interface 
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2.34.4 Gain 

This drop list sets the analog receiver gain settings from 0.0 to 79.6 db. This 

setting will affect the XTF data recorded by SonarWiz as it is applied in the 

hardware. For more information about the firmware analog please see the 

SeaKing sonar user guide. 

2.34.5 LED's 

There are two LED style controls that indicate the connections state of the 

interface software to both the SeaKing firmware and the SonarWiz client 

software. A green color indicates the connection is active. Red indicates that 

there is no connection.  

2.34.6 Ping Statistics 

The Status Windows display sonar information received from the SportScan 

firmware including: 

 Ping: Current Ping Number 

 Range: Sonar Range setting 

 Time Period: Time between pings  

 Note: 1/(Time Period) = Ping Rate in Hz 

 Samples: Number of range samples in current ping 

 Altitude: Altitude as determined by the TPU 

 Frequency: SeaKing active Frequency 

2.34.7 Serial Port Diagnostics 

These information windows are used in consultation with a CTI support 

engineer if trouble is encountered using this server. 

2.34.8 Diagnostic Mode 

Diagnostic mode records information to a file useful for troubleshooting. This 

mode should only be used when requested by a CTI support engineer for 

troubleshooting purposes 
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2.34.9 Quit 

Terminates the Server interface.  

2.34.10 Help 

Opens a document containing this help information. 

2.34.11 Connect  

Activates the connection between the SeaKing server and the SeaKing 

Sonar 

2.34.12 System Menu 

The system menu (select using top-left icon on the server GUI) offers options 

to keep the interface program on top of all other windows as well as standard 

Windows menu options. Note that only the Quit button on the interface 

program will actually terminate the software. This feature is to prevent 

accidentally closing the software.  

The Reset Stats menu selection is used for internal Chesapeake diagnostics 

only and has no effect on the sonar interface. 

The About box menu selection is useful for reading the version number of 

the interface software and the date that it was last built. 

The Advanced Settings dialog is described in the next section below. 
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2.34.13 Advanced Settings 

The Advanced Settings dialog includes control settings that specify the 

level of diagnostic information recorded by the interface. A value of zero will 

only record error messages while a value of 9 will report all diagnostic 

messages. 

Typically, these messages are sent to a log file. In a diagnostic situation, a 

Chesapeake support engineer may also ask you to run the SWizMon 

diagnostic monitoring application where messages may be viewed in real-

time. The TCP/IP Base Port is where the real-time diagnostic messages are 

sent and viewed by the SWizMon software. Please do not change the 

TCP/IP Base Port address unless instructed to do so by a Chesapeake 

support engineer. 

 

 TriTech SeaKing System Menu 
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Advanced Settings 
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2.35 TriTech Starfish Server 

 

 

2.35.1 General 

The Tritech Starfish Server is a stand-alone interface that replaces the 

Tritech sidescan sonar interface, and supports 450Khz and 990Khz 

operating modes. 

2.35.2 Connection 

The SonarWiz Starfish Interface interface connects to the sidescan sonar via 

a USB port on the SonarWiz PC. 

 

The Tritech USB port driver must be installed in order for 
the connection to the sonar to be successful. Refer to your 
factory CD or the Tritech website for this driver. 

Connect / Disconnect Button 

  

Tritech Starfish 450/990 Server 
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The Connect button starts the communication between the interface 

SonarWiz software and the Tritech Starfish sonar. A valid connection is 

indicated by the Starfish Status LED changing from red to green. 

The Disconnect Button severs the link between the server and the Starfish.  

LED's 

There are two LED style controls that indicate the connections state of the 

interface software to both the Tritech firmware and the SonarWiz client 

software. A green color indicates the connection is active. Red indicates that 

there is no connection. 

2.35.3 Status Windows 

The Status Windows display sonar information received from the Starfish 

firmware including: 

 Ping: Current Ping Number 

 Range: User-selected Sonar Range setting 

 Time Time between pings  

o Note: 1/(Time Period) = Ping Rate in Hz 

 Samples: Number of range samples in current ping 

 Frequency: Starfish transmit frequency 

 Minimum: Minimum reflectivity value received for current ping for the 

selected channel (below) 

 Average: Average reflectivity value received for current ping for the 

selected channel (below) 

 Maximum: Maximum reflectivity value received for current ping for the 

selected channel (below) 

 Channel: Drop-down list for the user to select ether the port or 

starboard channel to view reflectivity statistics. 

2.35.4 Quit 

Terminates the Server interface.  
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2.35.5 Diagnostic Mode 

Diagnostic mode records information to a file useful for troubleshooting. This 

mode should only be used when requested by a Chesapeake support 

engineer for troubleshooting purposes. 

2.35.6 System Menu 

The system menu (select using top-left icon on the server GUI)  offers 

options to keep the interface program on top of all other windows as well as 

standard Windows menu options. Note that only the Quit button on the 

interface program will actually terminate the software. This feature is to 

prevent accidentally closing the software.  

The Reset Stats menu selection is used for internal Chesapeake diagnostics 

only and has no effect on the sonar interface. 

The About box menu selection is useful for reading the version number of 

the interface software and the date that it was last built. 

 

The Advanced Settings dialog is described in the next section below. 

2.35.7 Advanced Settings 

The Advanced Settings dialog includes control settings that specify the 

level of diagnostic information recorded by the interface. A value of zero will 

 

Starfish System Menu 
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only record error messages while a value of 9 will report all diagnostic 

messages. 

Typically, these messages are sent to a log file. In a diagnostic situation, a 

Chesapeake support engineer may also ask you to run the SWizMon 

diagnostic monitoring application where messages may be viewed in real-

time. The TCP/IP Base Port is where the real-time diagnostic messages are 

sent and viewed by the SWizMon software. Please do not change the 

TCP/IP Base Port address unless instructed to do so by a Chesapeake 

support engineer.  

 

 

 

Advanced Settings Dialog 
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2.36 SyQwest AquaScan Sidescan Server 

 

 

2.36.1 General 

The SonarWiz SyQwest AquaScan Server cannot control the AquaScan 

sonar therefore must be is used in parallel with the AquaScan software 

provided by SyQwest.  

The AquaScan is compatible with 3rd Party programs such as SonarWiz and 

HYPACKTM. The following is taken from the AquaScan manual on 

connecting the AquaScan to HYPACKTM but this also applies to Sonar Wiz: 

When the AquaScan and Hypack are used together, the NMEA output 

information from the AquaScan is provided via a null modem connection from 

one user assign COM port connection to another user assigned COM port as 

shown in the attached drawing. To make full use of the capabilities of both 

systems: a minimum of 5 COM Ports will be required. (3 for AquaScan, 2 for 

HyPack). 

The four COM ports (GPS data is needed for both applications) require a 

splitter cable to be used for the PC connections. The loopback null modem 

serial cable should be connected as shown in attached document.  

SyQwest AquaScan SSS (sidescan) Server 
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2.36.2 Connect  

Select the PC Serial port to which the AquaScan is connect and then select 

Connect to monitor the sonar 

2.36.3 Status Windows 

 Ping: Current Ping Number 

 Range(m): Sonar Range setting 

 Time Per (s): Time between pings  

 Note: 1/(Time Period) = Ping Rate in Hz 

 Channels: Number of active channels 

 Samples: Number of range samples in current ping 

 SyQwest Units: Current operating distance unit in AquaScan (meters 

or feet) 

2.36.4 Ping Statistics 

The Ping Statistics display backscatter (amplitude) information received 

from the AquaScan sonar (per channel and overall) including: 

 Minimum: Minimum sampled value in current ping  

 Maximum: Maximum sampled value in current ping 

 Average: Average sampled value in current ping 

2.36.5 System Menu 

The system menu (select using top-left icon on the server GUI) offers options 

to keep the interface program on top of all other windows as well as standard 

Windows menu options. Note that only the Quit button on the interface 

program will actually terminate the software. This feature is to prevent 

accidentally closing the software.  

The Reset Stats menu selection is used for internal Chesapeake diagnostics 

only and has no effect on the sonar interface. 

The About box menu selection is useful for reading the version number of 

the interface software and the date that it was last built. 
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The Advanced Settings dialog is described in the next section below. 

 

 

2.36.6 Advanced Settings 

The Advanced Settings dialog includes control settings that specify the 

level of diagnostic information recorded by the interface. A value of zero will 

only record error messages while a value of 9 will report all diagnostic 

messages. 

Typically, these messages are sent to a log file. In a diagnostic situation, a 

Chesapeake support engineer may also ask you to run the SWizMon 

diagnostic monitoring application where messages may be viewed in real-

time. The TCP/IP Base Port is where the real-time diagnostic messages are 

sent and viewed by the SWizMon software. Please do not change the 

TCP/IP Base Port address unless instructed to do so by a Chesapeake 

support engineer. 

 

SyQwest AquaScan System Menu 
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 Advanced Menu 
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2.37 SyQwest SBP Server 

 

 

2.37.1 General – 4 Mode Operation 

The SonarWiz SyQwest SBP Server can operate in 4 different modes, 

interfacing to 4 types of SyQwest hardware: 

1. Stratabox 

2. Hydrobox 

3. Bathy2010 (serial port), and 

4.  Bathy2010PC (Ethernet connection).  

The SonarWiz SyQwest SBP Server cannot control the StrataBox therefore 

must be is used in parallel with the StrataBox software provided by SyQwest. 

Further, in order to run the SonarWiz in parallel a special serial splitter cable 

from SyQwest must be obtained.  

Once the the splitter cable has been attached to the StrataBox Sensor Unit 

COM A and COM B are the Sensor and GPS inputs (respectively) for the 

 

SyQwest SBP Server GUI 
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StrataBox software. COM C and COM D of the splitter cable are the Sensor 

and GPS inputs for the Sonar Wiz SyQwest SBP Server and main program 

Nav Input respectively. 

2.37.2 Sonar Serial Port 

The serial port where COM C of the SyQwest serial splitter cable is 

connected.  

2.37.3 Connect / Disconnect Button 

The Connect button starts the communication between the SonarWiz 

interface software and the StrataBox. A valid connection is indicated by the 

SyQwest Connection Status LED changing from red to green. If the 

SyQwest Connection Status LED stays red, check the serial cable on the 

SonarWiz PC and the StrataBox Sensor Unit. 

The Disconnect Button severs the link between the server and the 

StrataBox. 

2.37.4 StrataBox Mode 

This is the standard (default) single-channel operating mode of the StrataBox 

2.37.5 Use Pixel Swap 

Some of the older versions of the StrataBox software have an undocumented 

feature in the firmware that incorrectly swaps the order of the 4-bit pixel 

values in the output stream. This checkbox corrects the ordering problem. 

The symptom is subtle as illustrated by the the two images in Figure 3 below. 
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2.37.6 HydroBox Mode 

Select for HydroBox model sonars. 

2.37.7 Bathy 2010 Modes 

These two choices are for dual frequency models only. Select the connection 

method applicable to the sonar being used. If Bathy2010PC mode is chosen, 

you may alter the IP address, if necessary (see yellow highlighted area 

below): 

 

Figure 3: Pixel-Swap Results 
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2.37.8 Dual Channel Mode 

Available to all modes except StartaBox. Select if dual frequency operation is 

implemented via the main SyQwest controller. 

2.37.9 Status Windows 

The Status Windows display sonar information received from the StrataBox 

Sensor Unit including: 

 Ping: Current Ping Number 

 Range: Sonar Range setting 

 Time Per: Time between pings  

 Note: 1/(Time Period) = Ping Rate in Hz 

 Channels: The number of channels transmitted by the StrataBox 

 Samples: Number of range samples in current ping 

 Delay: This is the amount of time that has elapsed since the outgoing 

transmit pulse. It is used to focus the digitizing window near the point 

in the record where the sound actually reaches and penetrates the 
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seafloor. The delay is useful in deep water applications to avoid 

digitizing large intervals of the water column. 

 SyQwest Units: Meters, Feet or Milliseconds. The StrataBox operates 

in user selected units and all output values change accordingly. This 

status window informs the user what units are being used by the 

StrataBox and being sent to SonarWiz.  

2.37.10 Ping Statistics 

The Ping Statistics display backscatter (amplitude) information received 

from the StrataBox sensor for each channel (if applicable) including: 

 Frequency: The frequency of the channel 

 Minimum: Minimum sampled value in current ping  

 Maximum: Maximum sampled value in current ping 

 Average: Average sampled value in current ping 

2.37.11 System Menu 

The system menu (select using top-left icon on the server GUI) offers options 

to keep the interface program on top of all other windows as well as standard 

Windows menu options. Note that only the Quit button on the interface 

program will actually terminate the software. This feature is to prevent 

accidentally closing the software.  

The Reset Stats menu selection is used for internal Chesapeake diagnostics 

only and has no effect on the sonar interface. 

The About box menu selection is useful for reading the version number of 

the interface software and the date that it was last built. 

The Advanced Settings dialog is described in the next section below. 
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2.37.12 Advanced Settings 

The Advanced Settings dialog (see figure below) includes control settings 

that specify the level of diagnostic information recorded by the interface. A 

value of zero will only record error messages while a value of 9 will report all 

diagnostic messages. 

Typically, these messages are sent to a log file. In a diagnostic situation, a 

Chesapeake support engineer may also ask you to run the SWizMon 

diagnostic monitoring application where messages may be viewed in real-

time. The TCP/IP Base Port is where the real-time diagnostic messages are 

sent and viewed by the SWizMon software. Please do not change the 

TCP/IP Base Port address unless instructed to do so by a Chesapeake 

support engineer. 

 

SyQwest SBP Server System Menu 
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Advanced Settings  Menu 
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2.38 YellowFin (Imagenex) Sidescan Server 

 

2.38.1 General 

The Imagenex YellowFin Server is a stand-alone interface that replaces the 

Imagenex sonar interface. 

2.38.2 IP Address 

The YellowFin processor has a statically assigned IP Address of 192.168.0.2  

The Recommended PC’s IP address and Subnet Mask on the PC are: 

 IP Address 192.168.0.3 

 Subnet Mask 255.255.255.0 

See the the Ethernet Setup Guide in the Imagenex YellowFin Manual for 

detailed connection information. 

 

 Imagenex YellowFin Server GUI 
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2.38.3 Sound Velocity 

The sound velocity value (speed of sound in water) is used by the YellowFin 

firmware in the range equation (distance = speed of sound * time of travel) to 

calculate the slant range of the returning acoustic pulse. 

This value is 1500 m/s by default but should be corrected, if the local speed 

of sound is known, for the best possible results.  

2.38.4 Frequency 

These radio buttons select the transmitted sonar pulse frequency. You may 

choose any single transmit frequency available on the YellowFin.  

2.38.5 Data Gain 

This slider bar sets the analog receiver gain settings on a relative scale. This 

setting will affect the XTF data recorded by SonarWiz as it is applied in the 

hardware. 

2.38.6 Range 

This drop list sets the sonar range in meters. Note that the ranges available 

at the higher frequency settings are shorter in duration than the lower 

frequency.  

2.38.7 Balance Gain 

This slider bar is used to balance the port and starboard channel gains in the 

case whereon channel appears brighter than the other. Use the Balance 

Gain slider to even-out the gain of the two channels. 

2.38.8 Status Windows 

The Status Windows display sonar information received from the SportScan 

firmware including: 

Ping: Current Ping Number 

Range: Sonar Range setting 

Time Period: Time between pings  
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Note: 1/(Time Period) = Ping Rate in Hz 

Samples: Number of range samples in current ping 

Frequency (Hz): Current operating frequency 

2.38.9 Ping Statistics 

The Ping Statistics display backscatter (amplitude) information received 

from the YellowFin sonar including: 

 Minimum: Minimum sampled value in current ping  

 Maximum: Maximum sampled value in current ping 

 Average: Average sampled value in current ping 

2.38.10 Diagnostics 

Run Type 

Waits: 

Record Diagnostic Data: AQll three of these fields are used for 

troubleshooting when consulting with an Imagenex or CTI engineer. 

2.38.11 Connect / Disconnect 

The Connect button starts the communication between the interface 

SonarWiz software and the Imagenex YellowFin sonar. A valid connection is 

indicated by the YellowFin Status LED changing from red to green. If the 

Imagenex YellowFin Status LED stays red, check the serial cable connecting 

the SonarWiz PC to the Imagenex firmware and verify that the IP Address 

selected is the actual IP Address used. Also, be sure to check that the power 

supply to the YellowFin is on. 

The Disconnect Button severs the link between the server and the YellowFin. 

2.38.12 System Menu 

The system menu shown in Figure 4 offers options to keep the interface 

program on top of all other windows as well as standard Windows menu 

options. Note that only the Quit button on the interface program will actually 

terminate the software. This feature is to prevent accidentally closing the 

software.  
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The Reset Stats menu selection is used for internal Chesapeake diagnostics 

only and has no effect on the sonar interface. 

The About box menu selection is useful for reading the version number of 

the interface software and the date that it was last built. 

The Advanced Settings dialog is described in the next section below. 

 

 

2.38.13 Advanced Settings 

The Advanced Settings dialog (see figure below) includes control settings 

that specify the level of diagnostic information recorded by the interface. A 

value of zero will only record error messages while a value of 9 will report all 

diagnostic messages. 

Typically, these messages are sent to a log file. In a diagnostic situation, a 

Chesapeake support engineer may also ask you to run the SWizMon 

diagnostic monitoring application where messages may be viewed in real-

time. The TCP/IP Base Port is where the real-time diagnostic messages are 

sent and viewed by the SWizMon software. Please do not change the 

TCP/IP Base Port address unless instructed to do so by a Chesapeake 

support engineer. 

 

Figure 4: YellowFin System Menu 
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2.38.14 Quit 

Terminates the Server Interface.  

  

 

 Advanced Settings Dialog 
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2.39 NI Analog Sidescan Server – 16-bit 

2.39.1 General 

The National Instruments (NI) Analog Sonar Sidescan Sonar Interface 

provides the analog to digital interface services for working with analog 

sidescan sonars. The interface can be run on any Windows7 or Windows10 , 

or later system that has a CTI 5-BNC analog interface box connected and 

provides digital sonar data signals to the SonarWiz software for real-time 

data acquisition. 

2.39.2 Configuring the NI Card 

When the National Instruments Card is first installed the NI drivers and 

software must also be installed from the NI program CD. Prior to starting the 

Analog server and the sidescan sonar the CTI 5-BNC analog interface box  

should connected and be tested. 

From the Windows Start button select Programs->National Instruments-

>Measurement & Automation to open the NI DAQMux application. 

Within this dialog select the following: Device and Interfaces->NI-DAQmx 

Devices. The USB-6210 device (one inside each CTI 5-BNC analog 

interface box) showing green. 
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Once the NI_DAQmux device is selected the user may: 

 Self-test your USB-6210 card, or 

 Reset your USB-6210 card, or 

 Run Test Panels (equivalent to an NIAnalogServer view) to see input 

signals on any of channels 1-5 on the 5-BNC CTI box 

 

NI-DAQmx Devices Dialog 
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The figure below shows the Test Panels view with a signal coming being 

received. 

In Test Panels, the settings to change are: 

 Set Channel Name to select Dev/ai1 = CTI box channel 1 

 Set MODE = Continuous, Grounding = RSE, and Click START 

 

NiDAQmx Device Configuration 
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Ni Card Test Panel 
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2.39.3 Operational Sidescan Controls 

Older GUI example: 

 

Current version GUI:  

 

 Ni Analog Sonar Interface Configuration Screen 
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2.39.4 Summary Window 

Displays an overall summary of the user-defined selections including: 

 Sampling Frequency in Hz 

 Record Length in meters 

 Record Length in milliseconds 

 Samples per Channel 

 Total Channels 

2.39.5 Board Selection/Simulate Mode 

If your system contains more than one CTI 5-BNC analog interface box, use the 

Device 1 or Device 2 buttons to select the appropriate unit. The simulate mode will 

send fabricated data to SonarWiz without using the CTI 5-BNC bix. The simulate 

mode is useful for testing the system connectivity when no signals are available. 
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2.39.6 Data Acquisition Mode 

In the section of the server GUI shown below, set the following parameters: 

 Select the number of channels that are appropriate for your sonar. If 

you are operating a dual frequency sidescan sonar like the Klein 595, 

you would want to select both the LF and HF channels to record low 

and high frequency data. 

 Set the sampling frequency of the transducers 

 Set the voltage range of the transducers 

 Set the Ground Ref – choices are Differential, NRSE, and RSE 

 Set the sound velocity to the appropriate value for your working area. 

The interface program uses sound velocity to convert between 

distance and time. 

 

USB-6210 Unit Selection 
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2.39.7 LEDs and Data Resolution 

This slider bar sets the analog receiver gain settings on a relative scale. This 

setting will affect the XTF data recorded by SonarWiz as it is applied in the 

hardware. 

 

 

DAQ Board Status LED 

 Green indicates a correct connection to the NI Board whereas Red 

indicates no connection 

SonarWiz Connection LED 

 Green indicates a correct connection to the SonarWiz Program 

whereas Red indicates no connection 

 

Data Acquisition Mode 

 

LED and Data Resolution 
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Send Data as... 

 The data resolution recorded is controlled by the 8 or 16-bit radio 

buttons. The A/D converter provides 16 bits of resolution however 

most analog sidescan sonars provide less than 8 bits of dynamic 

range. The 16-bit option doubles the disk space required for a given 

survey compared to the 8-bit option. 

2.39.8 Range Selection 

The sonar range selection MUST match the range setting in the analog sonar 

system or data will be lost. Use the range selection drop down box to select 

the range in meters that matches your current sonar setting.  

2.39.9 Trigger 

Sync w/Trigger 

 Synchronizes the transmit pulse of the Sonar with the trigger source 

Trigger Source 

 User-defined choice of whether to use an external trigger (connected by 

BNC to the TRIG I/O BNC on the CTI 5-BNC box) or the internal sonar 

trigger. 

Note: You can easily over-load this trigger with an electrical load, so an 

opto-isolator is recommended.  It is a positive-going 1msec pulse, but is not 

exactly TTL-compatible.  

2.39.10 Data Monitor 

The data monitor window displays the minimum and maximum and average 

values for the selected channel. The detected trigger interval and trigger rate 

as well as the number of samples digitized between trigger pulses is 

displayed for each channel. 

The channel being monitored is selected from the drop-down list to the right 

of the monitor windows. 

If you see the display clipping the signal, be sure to turn down the signal gain 

accordingly. Likewise increase gain if the numbers or signal appearance is 

too small. 
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2.39.11 Channel Monitor 

This tool allows one to select the channel to monitor in the text fields as well 

as the chart display. The chart display is an autoscaling graph that shows the 

relative strength of the incoming analog signal. 

2.39.12 BNC Signal Connections 

Displays the BNC Channels with their (expected) sonar connections. 

2.39.13 Error Display 

The error display window will list any error conditions encountered during the 

operation of the software. If an error condition occurs, it may be cleared and 

reset by using the Reset button that will appear when the error appears. 

2.39.14 Telemetry 

Some analog sonars provide telemetry information of the vehicle attitude via 

a serial port. Use the Enable Telemetry Port check box and the Telemetry 

push button to configure the telemetry serial port configuration. Currently, the 

only telemetry datagram supported is that from the Williamson and 

Associates AMS sonars.  

The supported telemetry format is a comma separated ASCII text messages 

consisting of towfish depth, altitude, roll, pitch, heading as shown in the 

following sample output. 

 

2.39.15 Down-sampling 

The number of samples per channel is controlled by the range and sampling 

frequency 

SonarWiz always records the full number of samples when down-sampling is 

off however users may select less samples in order to save disk space. The 

choices are:  

3457.48,1203.60,12.9,-16.4,214.7 

3357.48,1213.60,13.3,-16.4,215.1 
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 Downsampling Off 

 Downsample to 1024 

 Downsample to 2048 

 Downsample to 3096 

 Downsample to 4096 

2.39.16 Tips & Troubleshooting the Analog Interfaces 

This section contains tips about using the Chesapeake Technology, Inc (CTI) 

5-BNC box analog interface for collection 1-2 channel sidescan or sub-

bottom sonar data. A set-up like this can follow CTI SonarWiz installation, 

and involves the following steps: 

1. Install the NI DAQmx CD software, which provides USB drivers to 

process the incoming A/D data from the USB-6210 card inside the CTI 

5-BNC box; 

2. Attach the CTI 5-BNC box to the SonarWiz PC using the USB cable 

3. Verify connections and test the CTI 5-BNC box using the NI software; 

then finally 

4. Configure and start the NIAnalogServer. 

The sections below are included as an aid to the set-up process, and explain 

some common error messages which users have encountered during the 

set-up process.  

2.39.17 NI Software Not Installed – Error Message 

If the NI CD has not been installed and the NIAnalogServer is started the 

following error message will be encountered. 

 

 

NI Software Not Installed Error 
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2.39.18 CTI 5-BNC Box Not Connected – Error Message 

If the NI CD software is installed but the CTI 5-BNC box is not connected, or 

has an intermittent or poor connection to the PC USB port, then the following 

error message will likely appear: 

 

Solution: Plug the USB connector into the CTI 5-BNC box and restart the 

NIAnalogServer. 

2.39.19 Green Blinking LED 

When the CTI 5-BNC box has successfully connected to the SonarWiz PC 

USB port, the GREEN LED on the CTI 5-BNC box will be slowly blinking, 

indicative of a successful connection.  

2.39.20 BNC Connections Impedance Recommendation 

The following is a guide on the BNC-connection impedance necessary to 

minimize cross-talk in multi-channel recording situations. The information 

below is adapted directly from a National Instruments information PDF file, NI 

manual 370503k.pdf pp. 2-10: 

To ensure fast settling times, your signal sources should have an impedance 

of <1 k(Ohm). The settling time specifications for your (USB-6210 A/D card) 

device assume a 1 k(Ohm)source. Large source impedance increase the 

settling time of the PGIA (processing chip) , and so decrease the accuracy at 

fast scanning rates. Settling times increase when scanning high-impedance 

signals due to a phenomenon called charge injection. Multiplexers contain 

switches, which are usually made of switched capacitors.  

 

CTI 5-BNC Box Not Connected Error 
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When one of the channels, for example channel 0, is selected in a 

multiplexer, those capacitors accumulate charge. When the next channel, for 

example channel 1, is selected, the accumulated charge leaks backward 

through that channel. If the output impedance of the source connected to 

channel 1 is high enough, the resulting reading of channel 1 can partially 

reflect the voltage on channel 0. This is referred to as ghosting, or crosstalk. 

2.39.21 Single 5-BNC box Use in SSS / SB Data Collection 

Configuration 

This section describes an example configuration for collection or either side-

scan (SSS) or sub-bottom (SB) sonar data from an analog interface.  

The diagram in the figure below shows how one might collect SSS or SB 

data with an analog interface, using a single 5-BNC box to sample 1-2 

channels of input analog data.  

This would be the simplest equipment scenario for analog recording, with 

one or two BNC cables connecting the CTI 5-BNC box to the analog outputs 

of the top-side sonar unit, and a single trigger output BNC connected to 

trigger-in on the top-side unit.  

 

 

Single 5-BNC Box Recording Configuration 
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2.39.22 Same-Ping-Rate SSS / SB Data Dual-Collection 

Configuration 

In the figure below, you can see how one might collect SSS and SB data 

simultaneously with an analog interface, using a KDD box to separate the 

triggers in time. There are a few things to note about this: 

1. The configuration is simplistic and cost-efficient, as it uses only 1 CTI 

5-BNC box 

2. The triggers would be separated in time allowing for distinct SSS & SB 

return 

3. The configuration assumes a same-ping-rate for both SSS and SB 

data 

The problems with this are that SB sonar typically runs slower than SSS, as 

the capacitors have to charge. SB max ping-rate is usually 8 Hz for a 

125msec period. On the other hand, SSS recording usually uses ping-rates 

in the range of 10-15 Hz. You would sacrifice SSS recording quality in this 

configuration! 
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2.39.23 Independent Ping-Rate SSS / SB Analog Dual-

Collection Configuration 

In contrast to the issues seen in the previous two sections, consider the 

slightly more complex dual-5-BNC box configuration in the figure below, as a 

means of simultaneous SSS and SB analog recording. 

The advantages are: 

1. SSS ping-rate can be 10-15 Hz for perfect XTF file recording, driven 

by the NIAnalogServer.exe  

2. SB ping-rate is independently triggered by the NIAnalogSBServer.exe 

and data is simultaneously saved in a SEGY file.  

 

Simultaneous SSS & SPB with One KDD 
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2.39.24 Digitizing Data from DAT Tape 

When digitizing data stored on a DAT, the following settings have proven to 

be successful:  

 1ms min pulse width, and TTL-compatible 2-3V range amplitude on 

the incoming EXT TRIG pulse specs 

 

  

 

 Independent Ping-rate Dual 5-BNC Box Configuration 
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2.40 NI Analog Sub-bottom Server – 16-bit 

2.40.1 NI Analog Sub-bottom Server – 16-bit 

The National Instruments (NI) Analog Sonar Sub-bottom Sonar Interface 

provides the analog to digital interface services for working with analog sub-

bottom sonars. The interface can be run on any Windows7 or Windows10, or 

later system that has a CTI 5-BNC analog interface box connected and 

provides digital sonar data signals to the SonarWiz software for real-time 

data acquisition. 

2.40.2 Configuring the NI Card 

When the CTI 5-BNC analog interface box is first connected, the NI drivers 

and software must also be installed from the NI program CD. Prior to starting 

the Analog SB server, the sub-bottom sonar and the CTI 5-BNC analog 

interface box should be tested. 

From the Windows Start button select Programs->National Instruments-

>Measurement & Automation to open the dialog shown below. 

Within this dialog select the following: Device and Interfaces->NI-DAQmx 

Devices. The USB-6210 device showing green. 
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As shown in the figure below, once the device is selected the user may: 

 Self-test your USB-6210 card, or 

 Reset your USB-6210 card, or 

 Run Test Panels (equivalent to an NIAnalogSBPServer view) to see 

input signals on any of channels 1-5 on the 5-BNC CTI box 

 

NI-DAQmx Devices Dialog 
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The figure below shows the Test Panels view with a signal coming being 

received. 

In Test Panels, the settings to change are: 

 Set Channel Name to select Dev/ai1 = CTI box channel 1 

 Set MODE = Continuous, ground = RSE, and Click START 

 

 NI DAQmx Device Configuration 
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NI Card Test Panel 
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2.40.3 Operational Sub-bottom Controls 

Older GUI example: 

Current GUI: 

 

NI Analog SB Sonar Interface Configuration Screen 
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2.40.4 Summary Window 

Displays an overall summary of the user-defined selections including: 

 Sampling Frequency in Hz 

 Record Length in meters 

 Record Length in milliseconds 

 Samples per Channel 

 Total Channels 
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2.40.5 Board Selection/Simulate Mode 

If your system contains more than one CTI 5-BNC analog interface box 

connected, use the Device 1 or Device 2 buttons to select the appropriate 

CTI 5-BNC analog interface box. The simulate mode will send fabricated 

data to SonarWiz without using the A/D board. The simulate mode is useful 

for testing the system connectivity when no signals are available. 

 

 

2.40.6 Data Acquisition Mode 

As shown in the figure below, set: 

 Select the number of channels that are appropriate for your sonar. If 

you are operating a dual frequency sub-bottom sonar like the Klein 

595, you would want to select both the LF and HF channels to record 

low and high frequency data. 

 Set the sampling frequency of the transducers 

 Set the voltage range of the transducers 

 Set the Grounding Reference mode (RSE recommended) 

 Set the DC offset (0 = none). 

 

CTI 5-BNC analog interface box selection 
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 Set the sound velocity to the appropriate value for your working area. 

The interface program uses sound velocity to convert between 

distance and time. 

 

 

2.40.7 LEDs 

As seen in the figure below: 

DAQ Board Status LED 

 Green indicates a correct connection to the NI Board whereas Red 

indicates no connection 

SonarWiz Connection LED 

 Green indicates a correct connection to the SonarWiz Program 

whereas Red indicates no connection 

 

 

Data Acquisition Mode Controls 

 

LEDs  
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2.40.8 Recording Controls 

 

 

As seen in the figure above: 

Trigger Interval 

 Time (in milliseconds) between transmit pulses 

Record Len (ms) 

 The range of the record is determined in milliseconds specified here 

by the user 

Sync w/Trigger 

 Synchronizes the transmit pulse of the Sonar with the trigger source 

Recording Delay 

 The delay introduced between the transmit mode and the activation of 

the “listen” mode of the transducer(s) 

Enable Hardware Trigger Divider/Delay 

 The option is used to enable the external CTI Key Divide/Delay Box 

(KDD which provides trigger divide, delay and generation functions. 

The KDD is best used for synchronizing the two active sonar devices 

thereby preventing interference. The KDD has a built in 1kHz clock 

capable of generating key pulses between 1ms and 1 second. 

Divide/Delay Button 

 Opens the dialog shownbelow in order to configure the KDD box. See 

you KDD reference manual for more information 

 

Analog SBP Recording Controls 
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Trigger Source 

 User-defined choice of whether to use an external trigger (connected by 

BNC to the TRIG I/O BNC on the CTI 5-BNC box) or the internal sonar 

trigger. 

Note: You can easily over-load this trigger with an electrical load, so an 

opto-isolator is recommended.  It is a positive-going 1msec pulse, but is not 

exactly TTL-compatible.  

2.40.9 Data Monitor 

The data monitor window displays the minimum and maximum and average 

values for the selected channel. The detected trigger interval and trigger rate 

as well as the number of samples digitized between trigger pulses is 

displayed for each channel. The channel being monitored is selected from 

the drop-down list to the right of the monitor windows. 

 

KDD (key divide / delay) Box Setup 
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2.40.10 Channel Monitor 

This tool allows one to select the channel to monitor in the text fields as well 

as the chart display. The chart display is an auto-scaling graph that shows 

the relative strength of the incoming analog signal. 

2.40.11 BNC Signal Connections 

Displays the BNC Channels with their (expected) sonar connections. 

2.40.12 Error Display 

The error display window will list any error conditions encountered during the 

operation of the software. If an error condition occurs, it may be cleared and 

reset by using the Reset button that will appear when the error appears. 

2.40.13 Heave 

Analog servers that provide heave information may be enabled by checking 

the Enable Heave Port check-box. The serial connection must be configured 

in the serial dialog box. 

2.40.14 Telemetry 

Some analog sonars provide telemetry information of the vehicle attitude via 

a serial port. Use the Enable Telemetry Port check box and the Telemetry 

push button to configure the telemetry serial port configuration. Currently, the 

only telemetry datagram supported is that from the Williamson and 

Associates AMS sonars.  

The supported telemetry format is a comma separated ASCII text messages 

consisting of towfish depth, altitude, roll, pitch, heading as shown in the 

following sample output 

 

3457.48,1203.60,12.9,-16.4,214.7 

3357.48,1213.60,13.3,-16.4,215.1 
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2.40.15 Down-sampling 

The number of samples per channel is controlled by the range and sampling 

frequency 

SonarWiz always records the full number of samples when down-sampling is 

off however users may select less samples in order to save disk space. The 

choices are:  

 Downsampling Off 

 Downsample to 1024 

 Downsample to 2048 

 Downsample to 3096 

 Downsample to 4096 

2.40.16 Tips & Troubleshooting the Analog Interfaces 

This section contains tips about using the Chesapeake Technology, Inc (CTI) 

5-BNC box analog interface for collection 1-2 channel sub-bottom or sub-

bottom sonar data. A set-up like this can follow CTI SonarWiz installation, 

and involves the following steps: 

1. Install the NI DAQmx CD software, which provides USB drivers to 

process the incoming A/D data from the USB-6210 card inside the CTI 

5-BNC box; 

2. Attach the CTI 5-BNC box to the SonarWiz PC using the USB cable 

3. Verify connections and test the CTI 5-BNC box using the NI software; 

then finally 

4. Configure and start the NIAnalogSBPServer. 

The sections below are included as an aid to the set-up process, and explain 

some common error messages which users have encountered during the 

set-up process.  

2.40.17 NI Software Not Installed – Error Message 

If the NI CD has not been installed and the NIAnalogSBPServer is started the 

following error message will be encountered: 
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Solution: Install the NI CD drivers.  

 

2.40.18 CTI 5-BNC Box Not Connected – Error Message 

If the NI CD software is installed but the CTI 5-BNC box is not connected to 

the PC USB port then the following error message will likely appear: 

 

Solution: Plug the USB connector into the CTI 5-BNC box and restart the 

NIAnalogSBPServer. 

2.40.19 Green Blinking LED 

When the CTI 5-BNC box has successfully connected to the SonarWiz PC 

USB port, the GREEN LED on the CTI 5-BNC box will be slowly blinking, 

indicative of a successful connection.  

2.40.20 BNC Connections Impedance Recommendation 

The following is a guide on the BNC-connection impedance necessary to 

minimize cross-talk in multi-channel recording situations. The information 

below is adapted directly from a National Instruments information PDF file, NI 

manual 370503k.pdf pp. 2-10: 

 

NI Software Not Installed Error 

 

CTI 5-BNC Box Not Connected Error 
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To ensure fast settling times, your signal sources should have an impedance 

of <1 k(Ohm). The settling time specifications for your (USB-6210 A/D card) 

device assume a 1 k(Ohm)source. Large source impedance increase the 

settling time of the PGIA (processing chip) , and so decrease the accuracy at 

fast scanning rates. Settling times increase when scanning high-impedance 

signals due to a phenomenon called charge injection. Multiplexers contain 

switches, which are usually made of switched capacitors.  

When one of the channels, for example channel 0, is selected in a 

multiplexer, those capacitors accumulate charge. When the next channel, for 

example channel 1, is selected, the accumulated charge leaks backward 

through that channel. If the output impedance of the source connected to 

channel 1 is high enough, the resulting reading of channel 1 can partially 

reflect the voltage on channel 0. This is referred to as ghosting, or crosstalk. 

2.40.21 Single 5-BNC box Use in SSS / SB Data Collection 

Configuration 

This section describes an example configuration for collection or either side-

scan (SSS) or sub-bottom (SB) sonar data from an analog interface.  

The diagram in the figure below shows how one might collect SSS or SB 

data with an analog interface, using a single 5-BNC box to sample 1-2 

channels of input analog data.  

This would be the simplest equipment scenario for analog recording, with 

one or two BNC cables connecting the CTI 5-BNC box to the analog outputs 

of the top-side sonar unit, and a single trigger output BNC connected to 

trigger-in on the top-side unit. 
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2.40.22 Same-Ping-Rate SSS / SB Data Dual-Collection 

Configuration 

The figure below shows how one might collect SSS and SB data 

simultaneously with an analog interface, using a KDD box to separate the 

triggers in time. There are a few things to note about this: 

1. The configuration is simplistic and cost-efficient, as it uses only 1 CTI 

5-BNC box 

2. The triggers would be separated in time allowing for distinct SSS & SB 

return 

3. The configuration assumes a same-ping-rate for both SSS and SB 

data 

The problems with this are that SB sonar typically runs slower than SSS, as 

the capacitors have to charge. SB max ping-rate is usually 8 Hz for a 

125msec period. On the other hand, SSS recording usually uses ping-rates 

in the range of 10-15 Hz. You would sacrifice SSS recording quality in this 

configuration! 

 

Single 5-BNC Box Recording Configuration 
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2.40.23 Independent Ping-Rate SSS / SB Analog Dual-

Collection Configuration 

In contrast to the issues seen in the previous two sections, consider the 

slightly more complex dual-5-BNC box configuration below, as a means of 

simultaneous SSS and SB analog recording. 

The advantages are: 

1. SSS ping-rate can be 10-15 Hz for perfect XTF file recording, driven 

by the NIAnalogSBPServer.exe  

2. SB ping-rate is independently triggered by the NIAnalogSBServer.exe 

and data is simultaneously saved in a SEGY file.  

 

Simultaneous SSS&SBP with One KDD 
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For more information about analog data acquisition settings and hardware use, please 

see our companion document here: 

./NI_AnalogSSS_SBCollection.pdf 

  

 

 Independent Ping-rate Dual 5-BNC Box Configuration 
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2.41 AnalogSB24 Sub-bottom Server – 24-bit 

2.41.1 NI AnalogSB24 Sub-bottom Server – 24-bit 

The National Instruments (NI) AnalogSB24 Sonar Sub-bottom Sonar 

Interface provides the 24-bit analog to digital interface services for working 

with analog sub-bottom sonars. The interface can be run on any Windows7 

or Windows10, or later system that has an NI USB-4431 box connected, and 

provides digital sonar data signals to the SonarWiz software for real-time 

data acquisition. 

Older GUI example: 

 

SB24Analog Server GUI 

Current GUI: 
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2.41.2 Configuring the NI USB-4431 24-bit A/D Card 

When the NI USB-4431 unit is first connected, the NI drivers and software 

must also be installed from the NI program CD. Prior to starting the Analog 

SB server, the sub-bottom sonar and the NI USB-4431 unit should be tested. 

From the Windows Start button select Programs->National Instruments-

>Measurement & Automation to open the dialog shown below. 

Within this dialog select the following: Device and Interfaces->NI-DAQmx 

Devices. The USB-4431 device showing green. Select this device, then try a 

SELF-TEST and RESET to be sure the unit communicates with the PC, and 

can be used.  

2.41.3 SBP24 – Functional Overview 

The SonarWiz 24-bit analog sub-bottom server (SBP24) is a small interface 

program that controls the National Instruments USB-4431 dynamic signal 

analysis (DSA) device.  The combination of the USB-4431 and this dedicated 
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software interface provides extremely high resolution sampling of analog 

sub-bottom signals for transmission to the SonarWiz data acquisition 

software for recording into the SEG-Y floating point data format.  This 

interface is capable of digitizing each channel from 10 kHz to 100 kHz per 

channel.  Each channel has its own dedicated delta signal A/D converter 

providing samples at 24-bit resolution.  SBP24 can be configured to generate 

its own trigger signal at user specified rates or it can accept an external 1ms 

wide positive going TTL pulse as the trigger source. 
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2.41.4 SBP24 – GUI Controls 

The various controls on the SBP24 application are described below. 

 

A) NI Device: Used to select the active NI Device when more than one are 

installed. 

 

B) Data Acquisition Mode: Use this to select either single or dual channel 

acquisition mode. 

 

C) Sampling Frequency: Use this to control how many samples will be 

acquired of the selected recording interval.  Higher sampling rates 

produce more samples which equates to higher resolution, but at the 

expense of larger data files. 

 

D) A/D Voltage Range: Set the Voltage range to expected range of your 

input signal.  The SBP24 system can accept inputs from +/- 10VDC. 
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E) DC Offset: If your input signal contains a bias voltage you may use the 

DC Offset control to add a positive or negative voltage to the digitized 

signal to center that signal about the 0 VDC level. 

 

F) Trigger Source: There are two modes for triggering the SBP24 External 

or Internal.   

a. External Triggering: When this mode is selected, the SBP24 is expecting 

a 1 millisecond wide, positive going square-wave pulse to be applied to 

the BNC connector labeled AI 0 on the front panel of the USB-4431 

device. 

b. Internal Triggering: When internal triggering is selected, the SBP24 

software will generate a square-wave trigger signal on the BNC output 

connector labeled AO 0 on the front panel of the USB-4431 device.  This 

signal must be physically connected to both the BNC connector AI 0 as 

shown below: 

 

 

Nota bene: Please be sure to test trigger use with your actual equipment 

before a survey, as it may not be a TTL-compatible voltage range, though 

it is a square-wave signal output. If you will need an intermediate pre-

amp stage to make this perfectly TTL-compatible, better to find this out in 

a lab test, before discovery at the boat. 

 

G) Trigger Interval (ms): When using an internally generated trigger, this 

control specifies the time interval of the square-wave trigger signal.  Note 

that the trigger interval must always have a longer duration than the sum 

of the delay and the record length. 
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H) Record Length (ms): This is the duration in milliseconds of the digitized 

data that will be sent to SonarWiz for recording. 

 

I) Recording Delay (ms): This is the amount of time in milliseconds after the 

trigger detection to delay the recording.  For example, if the internal 

triggering is enabled and set at an interval of 2000ms, the record length is 

set at 500ms and the delay is set at 1400ms then SonarWiz will record a 

shot every 2000ms that will contain the data samples from 1400-1900ms.  

The recording delay is typically used in deep water application, to avoid 

digitizing large areas of the water column. 

 

J) Sync Record Len w/Trigger: This checkbox forces the record length in 

milliseconds to match the actual observed trigger interval.  For example, 

if the trigger interval is 100 ms then if the user enables the Sync Record 

Len w/Trigger checkbox then the record length will be forced to be 100ms 

also. 

 

K) Ping Monitor: This section of the display monitors the values from the 

selected channel AI 1 or AI 2 which represents the SBP data signals 

applied to the BNC connectors labeled AI 1 and AI 2, respectively. 

 

L) Signal Plot: This simple graph displays an auto-scaled graphical 

representation of the input signal selected in the channel selection drop 

down.  The choices for channels to monitor are channel AI 1 or AI 2 

which represents the SBP data signals applied to the BNC connectors 

labeled AI 1 and AI 2, respectively. 

 

M) Notification Area: This area is reserved for various status and error 

messages to alert the user to problems in the system. 

2.41.5 SBP24 Server – 3 Set-up and Installation Steps 

Software installation of the SB24Server requires three software items, which 

can be installed in any order: 

 

(1) SonarWiz  full installation - from www.chestech-support.com SonarWiz 5 

or BETA downloads section, or your installation CD.  
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(2) SonarWiz 5 SB24Server - from www.chestech-support.com "SonarWiz 

Servers" downloads section ("Analog 24-bit SB Server" item), or your 

installation CD.  

 

(3) National Instruments NI DAQMux Driver -  full installation of the NI USB-

4431 driver software is available either from www.ni.com, or from the NI 

CD, if you purchased the USB-4431 unit from Chesapeake Technology.   

 

Once all 3 of these software items have been installed, SonarWiz 5 may be 

started, and the SB24Server item may be selected from the sub-bottom 

real-time servers dialog, and started.  

 

If you see a message about nicaiu.dll missing: 

 

it just means that you did not complete installation step (3) above.  

2.41.6 SBP24 Server – Testing it Before you Survey 

Go ahead and connect a sonar, or even just a function generator, to your 

USB-4431 unit, collect some data, and get a feel for the hardware and 

software, before trying a real sonar survey. Save a SEG file and import it, so 

you trust that it is all working as you need it to do. 

 

Setting it all up in the lab is a good idea, so that you have Internet access, 

and access to all the installation CDs that you need, and will not find yourself 

missing any set-up item when you get to the boat. 
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